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The specifi c objectives of this study were to compare the extent
of knowledge possessed by students in Nebraska Career Information System
(NCIS) schools and those in non-NClS schools with regard to:

(1) work

factors as well as a knowledge of the interests and abilities which
relate to these factors; (2) postsecondary school entrance and financial
requirements, schools which provide training for specified occupations,
together with knowledge of employment opportunities available in those
occupations; (3) knowledge of working conditions, including work settings,
wage scales, and the salary necessary for a beginning wage.

Additional

objectives were to compare the extent to which students in NClS schools
and those in non-NClS schools could make educational choi ces and could
make choices among alternative goals, and were familiar with the sources
of occupational information available to them.
Students were asked to respond to a questionnaire consisting of 33
questions designed to measure career information knowledge possessed by
students from NClS schools and students from non-NClS schools.

The popula-

tion from which the sample for this study was drawn consisted of 2450
hi gh school seniors from forty high schools in Nebraska.

The schools were

selected by random sampling and included twenty high schools which subscribed to NClS and twenty which did not.

Eighteen hundred and twelve

respondents totaled a 74 percent participation rate.

Analysis of the data revealed that si gnificant differences were
scored by students from NelS schools in their responses to questions
concerning abi lity to determine the level of education desired, ability
to make decisions with regard to size of town. as well as geographical
location for job settings, knowledge of wage scales and the salary necessary for a beginning wage, awareness of schools in Nebraska which provi ded desi red postsecondary trai ni ng, choi ce of sources for career
i nformati on, and use of materi a ls for career i nformati on.
Analysis of the data revealed that significant differences were
not scored by students in their responses to questions concerning work
factors and the knowledge of interest and abilities which relate to
these factors, with respect to working conditions, interests in postsecondary education training, in choosing postsecondary occupation plans,
with regard to an interest in planning alternate goals, awareness of job
availability in chosen occupation, awareness of educational requirements
for postsecondary training, knowledge of tuition costs for postsecondary
schools, and with regard to knowledge of systems of career information.
The recommendations based on this study include:

(1) conducting

an orientation on NelS for freshmen high school students and their
parents; (2) emphasizing public relations with the schools, particularly
with administrators and the counselors; (3) suggesting that schools
establish group guidance courses implementing NelS; and (4) suggesting
that schools use a time study with NelS delivery of information to
determine effectiveness of the system.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
From the early beginnings of the United States, the work ethi c
has played an important role in the lives of Americans.

It continues

to do so in spite of the many changes which have taken place in recent
years.
Work has always had the potential of meeting more than the
economic needs of man. It also can meet broad social and
psychological needs, among which are social interaction,
a sense of personal dignity, identification, and human relationships. The current restiveness in American society
suggests that the latter potenti alities of work are not
recognized by large numbers of people. In view of the
apparent alienation of the young and the not-50-young, it
seems reasonable to conclude that many individuals have not
been assisted to view work as having personal relevance,
as being critical to their way of life, or as being a
consistent vehicle for self-fulfillment. (Childs, 1965,
p. 370)
One of the areas of publ i c educati on often criti ci zed by the
American public relates to what it believes is the failure of the school
system to prepare young people for work.

Hoyt (1979) stated that "this

criticism is often accompanied by pointing to the growing numbers of
youths and adults who are today experiencing difficulty in finding,
getting, and holding jobs" (p. 1).

Hoyt (1979) claimed that the educa-

tional system cannot be held solely accountable for the employment ills
of the United States.
soci al problems.

The roots of these ills stem from a variety of

He further stated:

American Education must speak out in a clear and forceful manner in defense of the contention that preparing

,I
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persons to work can be done most efficiently, effectively, and correctly if viewed as the kind of longitudinal,
developmental process that it really is. (p. 1)
For many years society has expected public education to prepare
young people to enter the world of work.

In 1914, the report of the

Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education referred to "training
for a vocation" and in 1918, the National Education Association's Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education indicated that "the
seven main objectives of American secondary education were health,
command of fundamental processes, worthy home members hi p, vocation,
citizenship, worthy use of leisure, and ethical character" (Herr &
Cramer, 1972, p. 10).
Vocational Education
As a result of the demand for vocational training, vocational
education began early in the United States.

During the nineteenth

century, the emphasis was on agricultural education.

Later, the emphasis

was placed on the practical and manual arts as well as on industrial
education.

With the increasing industrialization of the United States,

early in the twentieth century problems began to arise with workers and
job shifts.

At this time, immigrants were arriving on both coasts,

people were moving from farms to cities, and many were often not aware
of their capabilities or opportunities available to them.
was general job dissatisfaction.

The result

These problems led to what "is usually

descri bed in the professi onal 1iterature as guidance and counsel i ng whi ch
Was in fact, vocational guidance" (Herr & Cramer, 1979, p. 3).

The
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given at thi s time was directed to persons needi ng to make
onal choices.

It was not oriented to the range of personal-

adjustments incoporated later into the province of guidance and
ling practitioners (Herr & Cramer, 1979).
Career Education
The term
t~d.lucatt~I'll.'

career education, and the older term, vocational

are sometimes used as though they are

synonymous; however,

g.fe a number of differences in their meanings.

Hoyt et al. (1972)

necareer education as follows:
The total effort of pub1 ic educati on and the cOllll1uni ty
,aimed at helping all individuals to become familiar with
the value of a work~oriented society, to integrate these
values into their lives in such a way that work becomes
possible, meaningful, and satisfying to each individual.
(p. 1)
Career education is a broad term encompassing educational

exper~

iences of individuals starti ng in early childhood and extendi ng throughout their working years and on into retirement.
More specifically, the concept views people as needing
three types of skills to be successful in life, namely:
(1) sociological skills in order to adjust to and participate in changes in the local cOllll1unity, state, nation,
and world; (2) psychological skills to enable the individual to achieve self-awareness and develop desirable
personal characteristics; and (3}occupational skills
which afford the individual an opportunity to earn a
living and which serve as a base for continuous growth
and advancement in a career. (Goldhamner & Taylor,
1972, p. 247)
Vocational education, which may be included in career education
programs, is designed to teach a job-entry skill to students.

Unlike
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career education, vocational education does not start at an early age.
The major thrust of vocational education starts at the tenth or eleventh
grade.
Legislation of benefit to career education included Section 2
of Publ i cLaw 95-207, the Career Education Incentiv.e Act of the 95th
Congress, which declares:
(1) a major purpose of education is to prepare every
individual for a career suitable to that individual's
preference.
(2) career education should be an integral part of the
Nation's educational process which serves as preparation
for work.
(3) career education holds promise of improving the quality
of education and opening career opportunities for all
students by relating education to their life aspirations,
and
(4) educational agencies and institutions (including
agencies and institutions of elementary and secondary
education, higher education, adult education, employment
traini ng and retrai ni ng, and vocati onal education) should
make every effort to fulfill that purpose. (Federal
Register, 1978)
Career Guidance
Early in the 1970's, the term career guidance began to emerge
in the. professional literature.

Herr and Cramer (1979) described the

major organizing themes for career guidance as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Efforts to Develop Decision~Making
Concern for the Self-Concept
Concern for Life Styles, Values, Leisure
Free Choi ce
Individual Differences
Flexibility and Coping with Change (p. 10)

In 1979, the National Center for Research in Vocational Education issued the following statement:
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Since the enactment of the Education Amendments of 1963,
the United States Office of Education and its Bureau of
Occupational and Adult Education have held the improvement
of guidance programs as one of their priorities. The
Educati on Amendments of 1976 (P. L. 94-482) emphasi ze the
importance of making career guidance programs, services,
and activities both more accessible and more effective
in meeting the career development and vocational education
needs of persons of all ages nationwide.
In recent years, efforts have been made to plan, model, and
improve comprehensive systems of guidance and counseling
by local, state, and federal agencies as well as a variety
of other insti tuti ons and organi zati ons. Many programs,
materials, resources, and methods of delivery for career
guidance, and guidance personnel development have been
created and implemented. (Legislation and Guidance
Project Fact Sheet, 1979)
Need and Importance of Occupational Information
Information has always been viewed as one of the basic components
of career education.

Parsons (1905) descri bed it as the "second step

in vocational counseling" (p. 5).

Super considered "possession of

informati on concerni ng the preferred occupati on" an essenti a1 part of
an individual's vocational developmental tasks (OSipOll, 1968, pp. 124-125).
Traditionally, the counselor has been the primary source of
information in career education, and while there appears to be increasing
emphasis placed on the delivery of career information services by the
nation's counselors, many counselors do not feel much esteem in providing
these servi ces.

Burck (1975) poi nts out that "career counsel i ng generally

is low in pre$tige among professional counselors, and seems to be acceptable to many only as a stepchild of personal and social counseling"
(p. 5).
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The fo1lowing factors may have had a contributing influence
on the 1ack of interest in career gui dance exhi bi ted by many counselors:
. the notion that vocational counseling is routine
and simple, resulting in a low-prestige factor; the
1ack of academi c excitement about the topi c and 1ack
of vocational guidance practice in most counselor education training programs; and a singularity of approach in
dea 1ing with cl i ents presenti ng vocati onal concerns.
(Burck, 1975, p. 7)
Harris (1972) states that, "Counselors have not been trained as
information speci al i sts.

Neither do they have primary interest in
·1

the dispensing of career education" (p. 18).
Harris (l972) further contends:
I believe that there is a level of information beyond
the dispensing of facts and that it is here that the
counselor can best use his expertise. A part of the
role of the counselor should be to assist a student to
purposely gain information about himself and career
options by planned role-testing. (p. 18)
She 1ton asserted that counselors are poorly trai ned in career
i nformati on.
Guidance counselors were found to be better prepared to
deal with other ingredients in career decisions than the
information component. A survey of four-year institutions
in Washington and Oregon found that while nearly all offered
at least one course relating to vocational information,
these courses did not prepare counselors to judge the
access procedures, the delivery media, or the format of
the occupational information. (McKinlay & McKeever, 1980,
p. 358)
Shadbolt reported that in-service training programs did nothing
to remedy the lack of pre-service training.

"It seems safe to conclude

that counselors do not receive any formal in-service training in the use
of 1 abor market i nformati on" (McKi nl ay & McKeever, 1980, p. 358).

I
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IIi s lIllffiary, there has been growi ng di scontent on t he part of
the general public and legislators with the management of career
tion programs.

This discontent may have been an influencing

in the development of a program recently announced by the Depart-

~E2.'!~

Career DeCi sibnmaking (ICDM)
The program is a massive one in the field of career information
nation's high school counselors.

j.~~ ... n"elors,

All high school

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) counselors,

Ptlhl i c Job Servi ce (JS) counse lorsi n the United States wi 11 be
venin-service training in career and labor market information (LMI).
The training is to be delivered by state university counselor
u~a:.tor·s

who have been desi gnated as part of a. network to be estab-

. lished across the United States.

Projected plans establish a time-

line .of three years for training all high school, CETA, and Job
Service counselors.
New career-job market materials, aimed speCifically at
counselor needs will be developed and disseminated at
the local level by state employment security agency
Research and Ana lys is (R&A) units, the pri nci pal deve lopers of local labor market information. At the same time,
the state employment security agenCies will provide
technical assistance in the form of counselor workshops
and briefings, while nationwide funding of the Occupational Employment Statistics (DES) survey program will
maintai n the basi c source of current local occupational
information, as recommended by the National Commission on
Employment and Unemployment Statistics. (1980, pp. 1-2)
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Career Information Systems
Over a period of the last ten years, systems for career information delivery have been developed in a number of states.

The systems,

usually consisting of an information analysis component, as well as
computer and manual information delivery, and counselor training programs,
are designed to offer accurate, current, and local career information.
Along with the explosion in knowledge that has taken place during
the latter part of this century, there has occurred an explosion in the
amount of education and occupational information available.
of information is simply too profuse for anyone to remember.

The amount
"In

California alone, 400 post-secondary institutions offering 13,000 degree
programs are i ncl uded in the Cal iforni a Career Informati on System"
(McKinlay, 1979, p. 25).

Career information systems enable individuals

in search of answers in career or educational decisionmaking to . si ft
through the vast amount of materi al in order to obtai n the needed i nformation.
Career information systems consist of three major components as
follows:
1. Information. A career information staff bases its
information on data obtained from governmental and private
data programs and supplemented from original sources when
necessary. In order to be informative to individuals,
these must be "processed" into a usable form; they must
be synthesi zed and reported from a career-pl anner' s perspective, in terms and with comparisons most meaningful
to that audience.
2. Deli very. The processed and packaged i nformati on
must be delivered to sites where individuals have easy
access to it. Various media are used as delivery vehicles,
including computer, manual and book formats.
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3. Assistance. Finally, schools, counseling centers,
and other institutions that provide educational and career
services often need technical assistance by information
system staff in integrating this information into their
local service programs. School and agency staff use information more effectively if they are trained to use
processed information in their educational and career
development activities. (McKinlay, 1979, pp. 25-26)
The Nebraska Career Information System (NCIS)
The Nebraska Career Information System provides career information to students in Nebraska.

The service is provided by the Nebraska

Research Coordinating Unit for Vocational Educati on, for the Nebras ka
State Board of Vocational Education, the Governor's Special Grants
Office, and the State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee.
It is desi gned for use by hi gh school students, postsecondary students,
adult education students in the community colleges, and recipients of
the Comprehensive Educational Tra; ni ng Act (CETA).
Background of the Nebraska Career Informati on System
With the implementation of the 1976 Educational Amendments, P.L. 94-482, increased emphasis upon career counseling became a reality. Although concerns regarding the
quality of career counseling had been surfacing for a
number of years, prior to 1976, special funding under
Subpart 3 of Title I re-emphasized the need for vocational guidance and counseling.
The Nebraska Career Information System (NelS) was designed
in 1976, and was intended to prov; de current, useful career
and occupational information for counselors, teachers,
students, and service agency clients. The system is expected to reflect change and expansion of the components
of the system as evaluation, use, and demand influence
the evolving process of information for career selection
and counseling.
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Pribrito 1976, the RCU had begun to consider a variety of
strategies for improving vocational guidance and counseling .. They had reviewed several career information systems
for possible implementation in Nebraska., During this
period of review and assessment, three major viewpoints
emerged as problems surrounding career counseling. These
vieWpoints were:

i. '

That the pupil counsel ing ratio in Nebraska prohibited
career counsel ing to be assured to all students unless
cafeer counseling could be delivered in group settings and
assi.sted with individualized information.
2.·.• That counselors lacked training and experience in career
¢ounseling as a concept and in offering career counseling in
other than a one-to-one basis.
3. That no attempts had been made to provide counselors with
,current and reliable information on employment demands, occupati onal characteri sti cs, programofferi ngs, and school
information for Nebraska.
Upon visiting several systems and discussing components with
vari ous staff representati ves, Nebraska developed some reqUirements for its own system. These requirements were:
1. That the system provide a structure for career information that would be used throughout the state.
2. That the system provide procedural guides for use of the
information by users of the information system.
3. That the system be usable by counselors, teachers, students, and clients.
4. That the system be applicable in both rural and urban
areas.
5.

That the system be usable by youth and adults.

6.

That the system provide current information.

Selection of the model developed and used in Oregon allowed
the meeting of the above requirements while providing the
benefits of both a manual (needle-sort access) and a computerized access system. (RCU, 1976, A-l)
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The selection of the Oregon model with its multiple delivery
system, needle-sort and computerized access, allowed for the development
of a systemati c procedure for provi di ng career information to students.
The procedure makes a record of student responses to the "QUEST" secti on
of NClS which is available to the school administrators.
Schools using the NelS and keeping a record of student
responses will have a profile of their student body that
wi 11 i ndi cate occupational preference, capabi 1 iti es, and
weaknesses as perceived by the student . . . .
The responses can be used to assist schools in providing
adequate i nform ati on for preparati on of the "Local PI an"
for vocationally reimbursed programs. The student profile
developed during school years will be valuable in analysis
of student follow-up data acquired from students after
graduation. USing a standard procedure for informing
students of career options coupled with current information is critical to assuring equal opportunity for student
development toward career options.
(RCU, 1979, p. 1)
A period of rapid growth followed

the introduction of NelS.

From the original pilot of the system with 100 public secondary schools
during the

1977~78

school year, the system expanded to a total of 214

secondary schools (public and private junior-senior high schools) by
September, 1980.

The system is being used at present by counselors

and educators from secondary and postsecondary institutions, CETA,
vocational rehabilitation agencies, and job service agencies.
Si x components of the NCIS.

Through eva 1uat ion, use, and demand,

NClS has expanded its sys tern to i ncl ude the fo nowi ng components:
1. The Needle-Sort User Handbook inc1udes 21 QUEST questions,
directions on ways to sort the card deck, and a list of job
titles to be found in the system.
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2. The Card Deck. cont?ins 300 needle-sort cOf!1puter cards
representing 368 Job tl tles for user exploratlon.
3. The Job Sheet Notebook provides specific infonnation
about .each of the 368 job titles. Each job sheet describes
thejo.b functions, necessary preparation and training,
worksetting, hiring practices, current employment, wages,
empToyinentoutlook, and additional infonnation sources.
4. The Postsecondary School Information book suppl ies
gei\eral information, tuition rates, housing information,
financial aid sources, and program offerings for postsecqndary schools in Nebraska.
5" The Programs of Study and Training Book contains i nformation about 112 educational and training programs. This
. book describes various fields of study, schools in Nebraska
. offering these programs, and what careers relate to the
programs .
. 6. The Reference Manual provides the counselor or site
coordi nator wi th backgroundi nformation about NClS, s uggestions for expanded use of NClS, and a listing of addi. ". tionalresource materials, (NCIS, 1980, p. 1)
Need for the study.

Although the NClS program has been in use

several years, the knowledge possessed by high school students in
areas of occupational infonnation has not been assessed.

In thi"s

the factors which caused the i nvesti gator to propose thi s
study are as follows:
1.

There is a need to determine if, in fact, the students who

have been exposed to the NClS program have profited from this experience
in tenns of their knowledge of the various areas of occupational informati on.
2.

There is a need to determine the percentage of students who

are being served by the NCIS program.
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Statement of the Problem
The purpose of the study was to determine. if students from
schools where the NelS program was used scored significantly higher in
their responses to questions concerning occupational information than
did students from the schools where the NelS program was not used.
A further purpose of the study was to determine what percentage
of the students in the sample used had had experience with the NelS
program.
Specifi c Objectives of the Study
The specific objectives of the study were:
1.

To compare the extent of knowledge possessed by students in

NelS schools and those in non-NelS schools with regard to work factors,
as well as knowledge of the interests and abilities which relate to
these factors.
2.

To compare the extent to which students in NelS schools and

those in non-NelS schools can make educational choices, including level
of education desired; can make future occupational choices; and can
make choi ces among alternative goals that are both reasonable and

I
I

satisfying.
3.

I
i

To compare the extent of knowledge possessed by students in

NClS schools and those in non-NClS schools regarding postsecondary school
entrance and financial requirements, and regarding schools which provide
trai ning for specified occupati ons, together with knowledge of emp 1oyment opportunities available in those occupations.
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4.

To compare the extent to which students in NClS schools and

those in non-NClS 'schools were familiar with the sources of occupational information available to them.
5.

To compare the extent of student knowledge in NClS schools

with those in non-NClS schools in regard to working conditions, including work setting, as well as their knowledge of wage scales, and
the salary necessary for a beginning wage.
Limitations of the Study
1.

The study was limited to a sample of senior students at-

tending Nebraska public high schools during the 1980-81 school year.
2.

The study was limited to a questionnaire, with informa-

tion provided by students and other selected personnel within the
school site.
3.

The study was limited to the concepts related to NClS and

was not related to other educational areas or concepts.
Definition of Terms
Career.

A profession for which one trains and which is under-

taken as a permanent calling.
Career education.

A term to describe the broadening of the

typical educational curriculum by the infusion of career development,
preparation, and placement at the appropriate levels of the educational
system.
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Career information.

The collection, dissemination, and inter-

pretation of information needed by an individual in career development.
Career guidance.

A broad term used by many to describe most of

the activities of career education other than the preparation component.
It usually refers to the elements of career information, counseling,
and placement.
Work. The efforts toward the attainment of definite goals of
achievement, product, or service.

It may be the labor that affords the

individual the accustomed means of livelihood, or it may be the expenditure of effort toward a goal of intrinsic value.
Occupation.

Gainfully employed activity which is made up of a

group of similar jobs that may be found from situation to situation.
Vocation.
tion.

Semi-skilled or skilled work in a recognized occupa-

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of thi s chapter was to review se lected 1i terature
related to:

(1) a history of vocational guidance activities in the

twentieth century in the United States, and (2) its evolvement into
current career information systems.

The chapter contains the following

topics:
1.

Vocational gUidance in the early days of thi s century

2.

The early legislation which had impact on vocational

guidance, as well as the more current legislation with its consequences
for career information systems
3.

Important social changes which have taken place with

implications for career information systems
4.

The i ntroducti on of the concept of career educati on

5.

The establishment of career information systems

6.

Occupati onal theories as they apply to career i nformati on

7.

The effects of computer technology as well as non-automated

systems

information delivery on career infbrmation systems
8.

Reaction by users to career information systems

9.

Evaluation of the Nebraska Career Information System (NelS)
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VocaUona1 Guidance--The Early Days
Vocational guidance, a forerunner of career guidance, began in
the early years of the twentieth century.

Frank Parsons, who has often

been called the "father" of vocational guidance, received recognition
for his book, Choosing a Vocation, which was published posthLlllous1y
in 1909.

The guidance techniques Parsons wrote about were the ones

he had used with youth in Boston before the turn of the century.
Parson' 5 (1909) techniques consisted of the followi ng three
steps:
First, a clear understanding of yourself, aptitudes, abiliti es, interests, resources, 1imitati ons, and other qual iti es.
Second, a knowledge of the requirements and conditions of
success, advantages and disadvantages, compensation, opportunities, and prospects in different lines of work. Third,
true reasoning on the relations of these two groups of facts.
(p. 5)

The model of guidance which developed using Parson's techniques
became known as the "trait-and-factor" approach.
Since the impetus for Parson's early formulation of vocational guidance was the need to distribute the large number
of immigrants arriving in the eastern ports of America
throughout an expanding industrial structure, the original
emphasis was onUmatching persons and job." Operationally
the assumptions were that the individuals could be distributed in terms of the traits they possessed (e.g .• aptitudes, skills, interests), that each occupation could be
described in terms of the combinations of these traits it
required, and that fitting the individual's pattern of
traits to the occupation which most clearly required that
specific pattern of traits would result in a meaningful and
longlasti.ng choice. (Evans & Herr, 1978, p. 169)
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Early Legi sl ati on
The progress of industrialization had implications for public
education in the United States during the late nineteenth century.

As

the demand for ski 11 ed workers increased, demand arose for practi ca 1
education, which affected both vocational education and vocational
guidance and counseling.

The result was a partnership between the two.

Evans and Herr (1978) stated:
Vocational education in tax-supported' schools began at the
college level with the passage of the Morrill Act in 1862.
This created landgrant colleges and gave emphasis to the
professionalization of agricultural education. By 1876,
Morrill, among others, was recommending the support of
practical, manual, and industrial education, one function
of which was to distribute migrants among the occupations
and industries needing their labor. (p. 166)
It was half a century later that legislation was passed which had
the far-reaching effects of the aforementioned Morrill Act.
Act was the Smith-Hughes Act which was passed in 1917.

The new

The Smith-Hughes

Act was the first legislation through which the federal government provided funds for vocational training in the high schools of the country.
In addition, the government promised to provide funds "in perpetuity"
to support specific job skill preparation (Burkett, 1973).
The previously-mentioned partnership between vocational guidance
and vocational education lasted unti:l after World War 1.

The two

functions were parted as a result of the National Education Association's
refusal to view them as component parts of a unity:
In 1918, the NEA accepted a craft rather than a technical
trai ning emphasis in vocati ona 1 education, and a conception
of guidance for education rather than a conception of
vocationa 1 gui dance for jobs. (Stephens, 1970, p. 90)

I
,
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During the years that followed, school counselors (guidance
counselors) provided vocational guidance to students as one of their
services.
Sotial changes.

Social forces caused changes in the ways in which

school counselors began to view vocational guidance during the period
1920-1940.

The influence of psychology became apparent in the growing

awareness of individual differences.

These same psychological influences

"tended to challenge the information-giving role of vocational guidance
(or to be more correct, guidance and counseling), advocating instead
therapeutic or psychotherapy as the processes of choice" (Evans & Herr,
1978, p. 168).
The increasing influence of the federal government in the area of
vocational guidance was felt during the depreSSion years of the 1930's.
An exampl e of thi s i nfl uence is the fo 11 owi ng 1i st of five guidance goals
developed by the National Youth Administration (NYA) to increase the
employment of youth:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

To help the youth evaluate himself.
To help him make a vocational choice.
To help him plan his training program to achieve his choice.
To place him in the work.
To follow-up on the work assignment to insure good
results for him. (Miller, 1961, p. 160)

Following World War II, massive social and educational changes
were evident.

Higher education experienced a great amount of growth

caused by the returning veterans who used the "GI Bill" to attend college.
For the first time in history, the American people found that college
Was available to the masses, and they held the belief that a college
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ree was a sure passage to prosperity.

9.

The risi ng expectations on

part of the Ameri can public had an effect on guidance counselors
became concerned with guidance and educational choice, rather
and work choi ceo
In the 1950's, guidance was charactedzed by the work of Carl
Rogers, the developer of the "Rogerian" theory of counseling, and a
prpponent of the new emphasis on. psychotherapy.

As a result of the

changes taki ng place, Super recolllllended a change in the 1937 offi ci a1
jfefinition of vocational guidance which was, "the process of assisting the
individual to choose an occupation, prepare for it, enter upon and progress
in it" (Crites, 1969, p. 21).

Super (1951) went onto offer a new defini-

, tion·which definesvocationaT guidance as;
. . . the process of helping a person to develop and
accept an integrated and adequate picture of himself
and of his role in the world of work, to test this concept against reality, and to convert it into a reality,
with satisfaction to himself and benefit to society.
(p. 92)
With the Russian launching of Sputnik in 1957, American education
came under attack as being woefully lacking in the teaching of science
and in educating the academi cally gifted to their full potenti al.
In 1958, the National Defense Act was promulgated to offset such criticisms. Among its provisions was the support
for and training of counselors to identify (through testing)
and nurture the gifted and talented vis-a-vi s further education, parti cul arly in the hard sciences. Percei ved manpower needs for scientifically educated people caused school
counselors to move further toward an educational rather than
an occupational focus. The later was not really precluded,
but it took second seat to the social priority of having
school counselors help students select and prepare for college. As historical events unfolded, however, the 1960's
continued the conditions for the possible convergence in
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the view of guidance and counseling personnel and vocational educators relative to vocational guidance. (Evans
& Herr, 1978, p. 168)

I

Federa 1 programs and pol i cies tended at thi s time to focus on

I

the di sadvantaged, the school "dropout," and unemployed, and the training of them for employment during the 1960's,

Many of these programs

were unsuccessful, and as a result, policies began to shift away fran
developing, "a competent person (as defined by occupational requirements) to a greater accentuation on developing a sense of personal competence (as defined by technical skills as well as individual capability
to choose and plan)" (Evans & Herr, 1978, p. 168).
Introduction of Career Education
The term career education caused confusi·on among guidance counselors,
teachers, administrators, and other educators when it was first introduced in the early 1970' s.

Dr. Sidney Marland, Commi ssi oner of the

United States Office of Education, made the term popular, but he did not
define the term.
tricts.

The definition was left to the state and local dis-

The definition by Hoyt (1972), a well-known figure in guidance

and counsel ing, became very popul ar:
Career education is defined as the total effort of public
education and the community aimed at helping all individuals
to become familiar with the value of a work-oriented
SOCiety, to integrate these values into their personal
value systems, and to implement these values into their
lives in such a way that work becomes poss; ble, meani ngful, and satisfying to each individual. (p.l)
In addition to the controversy concerning a definition, many
questioned the ways in which career education differed fran vocational
educati on.

One of the causes for confusion was due to the fact that
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ons playa role in the desired outcomes of both career educaand vocational educati on.
Career education is a broad term that encompasses educational
of individuals starting in early· childhood and extending
:hrlJuCjnOllt working years and on into ret irem·en t.

It includes programs

chstress an awareness of interests, abilities, values, lifestyles,
an introduction to occupations and the necessary training
One of the primary goals of career education is to enable
student to make intelligent choices based on information as he
hfsl ife.
Vocational education, which may be included in career-education
orrlo.rams, is designed to prepare a student for actual job entry.
~V'<"'V'

Unlike

education, vocational education does not start at an early age.
thrust of vocational education starts at the tenth

eleventh grade (Hoyt, 1972).
;<~~li

Legislation
Federal legislation passed during the last twenty years has had

a profound effect on vocational education in the United States.

Burkett

(1973) stated, "the important contribution of the Vocational Education
Act of 1963 is that it formally recogni zed the work experience concept
and provided the federal money and leadership to implement it" (p. 67).
The 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act called for
the establishment of exemplary programs and projects to give the same
kind of attention to persons entering the so-called vocations as to
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persons entering college.

Examples of the types of exemplary programs

estab 1is hed foll ow:
Operating in .all the states and territories, they developed
such career education concepts as occupational awareness,
occupational ori entati on, occupational explorati on, speci ali zati on and job cl us ters, and much more.. Each exemp 1ary
project developed its own unique program to meet local
needs. Additional funds were made available for research
and development of program models. Contracts were let for
career education curriculum development. (Burkett, 1973,
p. 68)
The Amendments in 1972 went further conceptually, but the concept was not given financial support.

"The Act called for integration

of vocational education into the world of work as a continuing service
for all segments of the community" (Burkett, 1973, p. 68).
With reference to the passage of more recent legislation,
Drier (1977) stated:
With the passage of P.L. 94-482, "The Educational Amendments of 1976," the introduction and passage of "The
Elementary and Seconcary Career Educati on Act of 1977,"
H.R. 7, and the introduction of "The Career Education
Implication Incentive Act of 1977" (since passed), the
hopes and dreams of educators concerned with the career
development of youth and adults are coming closer to
reality. Collectively these pieces of legislation will
provide the promise necessary to renew and revitalize the
school's curriculum, counseling and guidance programs as
well as the training programs and will prepare all of us
to more fully accomplish a change in what we do. (p. 2)
Drier and associates (1977) summarized recommendations from the
current legislation for career guidance programs of the future as
fOllows:
1.

Increase the number, availability, and quality of guidance.
a. Specialist preparation and counselor renewal programs.
b. Pre- and i n-servi ce opportunities for support personnel.
c. Training for teachers and administrators.
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2.

Carefully analyze current methods and develop new ones
for provi ding guidance i lifbrmati on and experiences to
parents, students. community members, teachers and
guidance staff.

3.

Conduct higher levels of guidance program planning,
development, implementation, and evaluation with increased student participation.

4.

Develop specific career guidance materials for special
groups such as women, mi dl ife career persons , mi norit; es,
handicapped, and di sadvantaged,· in the rural, inner city,
and suburban settings.

5.

Develop techniques and resources to increase the parti cipati.on of parents in the guidance program.

6,

Develop and implement exemp1 ary techniques for increased
community-school cooperation.

7.

Increase research efforts aimed at a better understanding
of the career development of all individuals.

8.

Study various vocational exploratory techniques and provide increased exploratory opportunities.

9.

Study effective curriculum-guidance infusion techniques
and increase subject matter-based guidance.

10.

Examine the validity of instruments that we are presently
us ing in gui dance.

11.

Study ways of identifying and modifying attitudes of
educators and community members toward career guidance.

12.

Study the effects of staff stereotypic attitudes on
students.

13.

Implement increased job, education, and special needsbased placement activities.

14.

Develop more effective ways of developing and operating
career resource centers.

15.

Develop more life role centered guidance and instructional
materials for all age levels including the utilization of
current technology.

,j
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16.

Study new roles and functions of counselors, teachers,
and other significant adults and needed competency based
staff development programs to support them. (pp. 3-4)
The Need for OctupaUona 1· I hfoi'rtlati on

A review of the literature reveals that some authors believe
there is a need to supply students with occupational information as an
important part of making educational and career plans.

Parsons (1905)

asserted that there were three basi c components to vocational guidance:
"testing, information giving, and decision-making through true reasoni ng" (p. 5).

Herr and Cramer (1972) contended that most students today

have 1 ittl e expos ure to occupati ons, and that,
. . . students . . . often are aware only of the occupations of their immediate families, and typically have
few alternatives through which to sort unless some type
of direct intervention occurs. This intervention usually
takes the form of exposure to occupational information.
(p. 278)
Hoppock (1967) stated that "occupational information is indispensable.

One cannot choose what one does not know, and many occupations

are unknown to most of us" (p. 4).
Relevancy of the information with regard to labor market needs
is an important factor.

Fleming (1974) asserted that information con-

cerning occupations needs to be slanted toward tomorrow's jobs.

He

further stated that since "the average person will have more than one
occupation during his lifetime, he needs to be provided with linkages
to other jobs.

We need to train for careers" (p. 229).

Tyler (1969)

fel t tha tin order for i nformati on to be useful it "must be accurate,

bE

d
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. free from bias, recent in scope, and available" (pp. 81-83).
Hoppock (1967) i ndi cated that a course in Career i nformat; on
. can save time, for there is much i nformati on that is of common i nterest and which provides an opportunity for students to compare
opinions and judgments.

In the study conducted by Halpern and Norris

(1968) on the role of information in curriculum decisions of tenth-

grade students, they found:
1.

The students tended to select information which
counselors had judged to be most relevant.

2.

This information search sanpled the available information areas with the exception of values, which tended
to be neglected.

3.

Their information-search pattern changed as they received information, i.e., information at first considered
important was often reclassified as unimportant and
vice versa, as new information was received.

4.

The information areas of abilities was considered the
most important, plans and interests less important, and
values least important. (p. 240)

Other authors who believed that career education programs can be
of help are Evans and Herr (1974) who asserted that such programs can
be of help to the counselor:
Students who have had exposure to career education come
to the counselor with much prelimina(y work done. They
have thought about themselves and their plans, and they
know what questions to ask. In a school which has a
planned career education program, the counselor is
assisted by a much wider range of gUidance-oriented
library resources to which students can be referred, and
computer-assi sted occupati ona 1 i nformat i on searches are
more likely to be made available. (p. 194)
Certain information about occupations is needed by the counselor
in order for the counselor to do an efficient job in advising students.
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(19.69) contended that the counselor needs to know the following:
c ..• '~rl''''

of the structure of occupations, knowledge of occupational

knowledge of research taking place in psychology and sociology,
ability to determi ne the effectiveness of occupational materi al.
Although classical theory of vocational choice assumes that in
ng an occupation a person has freedom of choice with no restric~

Clark argued.that classical theory cannot apply to the inequal-

es between occupati ons today because of "the ignorance on the part
the individual about the relative advantages and ·disadvantages of
ffe~nt occupations."

Clark believed the individual cannot make a

choi ce of occupation because he 1acks the necessary information
.

ut the alternatives which are available to him.

His choice is deter-

ned not only by supply and demand in the labor market as proposed by
but also by what he knows about occupati ons (Crites,

Students have expressed a desi re for occupati ona 1 i nformati on.
in point is the study conducted by Prediger et al. on eighth,
and eleventh-grade students in public or Catholic schools in
the. United States in 1973.

Students completed an assessment of career

development taken from the American College Testing Program.

Findings

included the fact that students in the eleventh grade indicated that
help with making career plans was a major need.

This need for help

expressed by students appeared to be in contrast to the help they felt
they received.

Further information based on the study revealed:
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Results from a 40-item career planning knowledge scale show
both a lack of knowledge and a substanti,al amount of misinformation. For example, 53 percent of the 11th graders
be 1ieved that more than one-thi rd of all jobopeni ngs require a college degree; 41 percent of the 8th graders believed that few women work outside the home after marriage;
and 60 percent of the 11th graders believed that most persons remain on the same job throughout their adult lives.
(Weinrach, 1979, p. 170)
Occupational Theories
A number of well-known theorists list occupational information
as an important factor in their theories; for example, Roe (1956)
defined the term occupation as meani ng "whatever an adult spends most
of his time doing.

That may be what he does to earn a living, or it

may not" (p. 3).
Roe's (1956) theory of career choice was influenced by Maslow's
hierarchy of basic needs which follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

The psysi olog; cal needs
The safety needs
The need for be10ngingness and love
The need for importance, respect, independence,
se If-es teem
The need for information
The need for understanding
The need for beauty
The need for self-actualization (p. 25)

Maslow's list of needs are usually referred to as being lower order or
hi gher order needs, with a need to sat; sfy the lower order needs f; rst.
According to Roe's (1956) studies, the need for information
whi ch fall s with; n the hi gher order, "seems to be expressed and s ati sfi ed
most fully in the learned occupations" (p. 34).

Roe explained that in-

dividuals gain more satisfaction from their work if they know what they
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are doing and why, and where their particular job fits into the
goals of the organization.
Holland's theory does not directly state a need for occupational
i nformat i on.; however, it is imp 1i ed through the choi ces he bel i eves
an individual must make.
Holland's theory states that most individuals can be
categorized as one of six types--realistic, investigative, social, conventional, enterprising, and artistic
. . ' . . six kinds of occupational environments and
vocations that will permit them to exercise their skills
and abilities, to express their attitudes and values, to
take on agreeable problems and roles, and to avoid disagreeable ones. A person's behavior can be explained by
the interaction of one's personality pattern and one's
environment. (Norris, et al., 1979, p. 119)
In a composite drawn from many of the existing theories with a
genera 1 framework based on psycho 1ogi ca 1 needs, Hoppock (1967) explaned his theory in the ten following statements:
1.

Occupations are chosen to meet needs.

2.

The occupation that we choose is the one that we
believe will best meet the needs that most concern us.

3.

Needs may be intellectually perceived, or they may be
only vaguely felt as attractions which draw us in a
certain direction. In either case, they may influence
choices.

4.

Vocational development begins when we first become aware
that an occupation can help to meet our needs.

5.

Vocational development progresses and occupational
choice improves as we become better able to anticipate
how well a prospective occupation can help to meet
our needs.

6.

Information about ourselves affects occupational choice
by helping us to recognize what we want and by helping
us to anticipate whether or not we will be successful
in collecting what the contemplated occupation offers
to us.
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7.

Information about occupations affects occupational choice
by helping us to anticipate how wen satisfied we may
hope to be in one occupation as compared with another.

8.

Job satisfaction depends upon the extent to which the
job that we hold meets the needs that we feel it should
meet. '. The degree of satisfaction is determined by the
ratio between what we have and what we want.

9.

Satisfaction can result from a job which meets our needs
today.or.from a job which promises to meet them in the
future.' .

10. Occupational choice is always subject to change when we
believe' that a change will better meet our needs.
(pp. 111 ~n 2)
Super's theory ca 11 s for the i ndi vidua 1 to move through five 1ife
stages during the period of time he is engaged in vocational developmental tasks.

Each, of ,the five stages requires vocational behavior of

a different sort:

(.1) crystallization, (2) specification, (3) imple-

mentation, (4) stabilization, and (5) consolidation.

According to

Super, three of ,the five life stages call for occupational information.
Crystallization and specification both call for possession of information concerning the preferred occupation, and consolidation calls for
possession of info,rmation as to how to consolidate and advance (Osipow,
1973) .
Developmental tasks have been linked to vocational maturity by
a number of theorists including Havighurst (1953), Erickson (1963),
Super (1957), and Super, Stariskevsky, Matlin, Gibbons and Lohner
(1968) (Herr & Cramer, 1972).

Developmental tasks are usually described

as the changing demands individuals face as they move through life;
however, Havighurst(1953) defined them as:
A task which arises at or about a certain period in the
1ife of the individual, successful achievement of which

..
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leads to happiness and success with later tasks, while failure leads to unhappiness in the ,individual, disapproval by
society, and difficulty with later tasks." (p. 2)
A revi ew of ,the 1iterature reveals that occupati ona 1 i nfonnation is a component of vocational maturity which, in turn, is an objective of vocationaL development (Herr &

Crame.r~,1972).

Ginzber9 and

associates (1951) ,described vocational maturity as the way in which a
young person deals with his occupational choices.
It has been suggested that the vocational maturity of an individual may be checked by using an analogy of

a traveler on a road.

If the traveler' has not traversed a certain distance by a reasonable
time, it may be considered a sign of lack of progress; if the individual has not accomplished certain developmental tasks, it may be considered a sign of immaturity (Jordaan, 197.4).
A,well-known study in the field of vocational maturity is the
Career Pattern Study conducted by Super in whi ch a group of ni nth
grade boys were tested.
The original purpose of the study was to test concepts
of vocational maturity. The conclusions indicated that
vocational maturity in ninth grade boys is related to
their degree of intellectual and cultural stimulation,
the degree to which they are intellectually able torespond to that stimulation, their aspirations to higher
rather than lower soci oeconomi cleve Is, and thei r abil ity
to achieve reasonably well in a variety of activities.
(Norris, et al., 1979, p. 116)
A recent analysis of the study concluded that vocational
maturity factors which both ninth and twelfth grade boys
possessed were occupational infonnation,planning and
crystallization of interests. (Herr & Cramer, 1972,
p. 113)
,
The use of occupational' information.

In order to use occupational

infonnation to the best advantage, it is necessary that the students are
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'inn1c;;llatE!d to use it, that merely being exposed to the information is
enough.

OIHara(1968) stated that u a ll.

!l1otivation.

learning is a function

Motivation, in turn, is based on a student1s attempt

satisfy a vocatiol!al need u (p. 637).OIHara suggested:
Guidance personnel have an Qbligation,totmpose a formal
learning ;situation, with formal academic sanctions, in
order to;:create the goal-directedness ,necessary for increased understanding of the world of work and the numerous possible responses to it. The fo,rmal learning situationwould emphasize the language of vocations in order
that the wQrld' of work can be explored vicariously. Without thi s experience, the student is 1i kely to be a u voca-'
tional1ydeprived child. U ' (p. 637)
II!; addition to motivatio.n, the individualizing of information seems to
be an important component for effective use.

Hollis and HoniS (1969)

contended Uthe more info,rmation processes can be personalized, the better the individual can understand and integrate information . . . u (p. vi).
In order to become aware of the effectiveness or lack of effec,\,iveness of occupational information, it is necessary to survey the
systems available.
,Occupational 'Information SYstems
A review of the literature revealed a wealth of career information systems.

The systems can be found to extend from the simple to

the complex--from th,euse of reading material to the use of advanced
computer systems.
Roberts (1965) proposed that group guidance courses taught by
a school counselor is one method for the delivery of occupational
",information.

Students may gather information on various occupations;
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successful adults from the local business community are often invited
to talk to students; and visual-aid equipment is in common use.
Roberts (1965) also stated that textbooks which deal with
specific groups of occupations provide information on occupations.
Periodicals, for example, the American PersoMel and Guidance Assotia-

-tion

Journal (APGA) and the Journal'of'the'Ameritan'VotationalAssocia-

--

tion (Voc Ed), "both provide information on requirements and trends in
occupations . . . " (p. 351).
Interest inventories may result in an expanded awareness of
career opportunities and are useful in considering occupations.

Herr

and Cramer (1979) recommended the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, the
Kuder Occupational Survey, and the Ohio Vocational Interest Survey as
good examples of interest inventories.
Holland (1966) developed the Vocational Preference Inventory
(VPI) which consists of a personality and interest inventory composed
entirely of occupational titles.

The inventory is "based on the assump-

tion that vocational choices are an expression of personality and of
. . . knowledge of the occupation in question" (p. 278).

Holland (1970)

al so developed the Se If-Oi rected Search for Career Pl anning (SOS), whi ch
is described as "a cheap, practical vocational guidance system with a
high degree of client effectiveness and scientific validity" (p. 125).
A popular source of occupational information is theOctupational
Outlook Handbook, a comprehensive study prepared by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

The Handbook, which contains descriptions of approximately

800 types of jobs, includes information with regard to training, physical

d

,...
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activities, and working conditions (Norris et al., 1979).

Norris (1979)

noted that theDlctibnarY ofOtcupational·Titles (DOT), which was
developed by the United States Employment Service, "serves as the
official federal government job classification· system" (p. 74).

The

fourth edi ti on of .the DOT contai ns bri ef descripti ons of approximately
.20,000 jobs which are coded to relate to attributes of job traits
usi ng Department of Labor analyses and taxonomies (Mendenhall, 1981).
Careerc1usters are a form of occupational information which
mirror the life. in which.individuals now live.

In a life character-

ized by mobility. and the changing nature of jobs, the single occupational concept does not.permit one to adapt to the needs of the labor
market.
The career cluster is based on the premise that certain
occupations have· common learning and skill requirements
and that students who have mastered these skills have more
employment options. (Calhoun & Finch, 1976, p. 273)
The fifteen .clusters developed by the United States Office of
Education are listed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Agri-Business and Natural Resources
Business and Office
Health
Public Service
Environment
Communcation and Media
Hospitality and Recreation
Manufacturing
Marketing and Distribution
Marine Science
Personal Services
Co.nstruction
Transportation
Consumer and Homemaking Education
Fine Arts and Humanities (Rowlett & Balthaser, 1974, p. 77)

zc:1
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Additional forms of occupational information as suggested
the literature ;'nclude career days, movies; slides, videotapes,
use of consultant.s,field trips, assembly programs, and work
(Norris 'etal.. 1979).
In recent:years. legislation has been a force in encouraging
establishment of ,occupational information systems.
Each state is mandated by Congress to establ ish a
State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee.
The SOICC's under the National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) are intended to
develop,astatenetwork for occupational and career
information. ' The NOICC/SOICC network was established
by Congress in the, Education Admendments of 1976
(PL 94'-482), and the Youth Employment Demonstration
Project kt of 197T (PL 95-93). These two 1aws mandate, that SOICC'sdevelop and implement (1) an
occupational information system designed to meet
the common occupational information and data needs
,of the vocational education pr,ograms and employment
and training ,programs, and (2) a career information
system t,o:assist and' encourage the,use of ,occupa,tional i nfo,rmati on by people involved in the career
decision-making process. (Chisholm & Kessler, 1978,
p. 1)
,
,
The System of Interactive Guidance and Inf,ormati,on (SIGI) is
ac,omputer-based system which stresses freedom of choice in decisi,on
making.

Designed to be used at community and junior c,olleges, the

student interacts with the c,omputer t,o examine his values, use relevant
information, interpret predictive data, and formulate plans.

Follow-

ing this procedure the student is able to make tentative decisions,
'which include both educational and ,occupational options and feature
,the process of decision making as well as the content. The student is
,encouraged to "master the strategies for rati ona 1 behavi or in the face

+
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of uncertainty . .

"(Weinrach, 1979, p. 229).

The Vocational Information for Education and Work System (VIEW)
was developed by the Department of Education, San Diego County, San
Diego, California.

Originally designed to offer information on 200 of

the most common jobs requiring less than a baccalaureate degree, the
project has been expanded to include baccalaureate occupations offered
both in Spani sh and in Engl ish.

Mi crofilm aperture cards for use in

a microfilm reader and printer are used as the method of delivery.

Other states as well as government agencies have adapted the
VIEW system for use. Recently, the system was put into use in Yakima,
Washington, featuring packages for use with the VIEW reader and printer.
The packages covered such areas as self-appraisal and career and college exploration.

The packages were desi gned to "stimul ate student

self-appraisal, to learn how to use the reader, to analyze several
careers, and to explore post-high school training opportunities" (Norris
et a1., 1979, p. 386).
The Milwaukee Computerized Vocational Guidance System (VOCGUID)
was developed in 1969 as a joint project between personnel of the
Milwaukee City Schools' Guidance Department and faculty members of the
Educational Psychology Department, University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee.
The system is designed to provide orientation and planning in relation
to the world of work.

The system also seeks to develop vocational

maturity among the students, and to help them narrow their personal
career choices to a realistic number which can be studied intensively
(Cassel & McHail, 1973).
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.The Educational Career Exploration System (ECES) is a computersystem sponsored by International Business Machines (IBM), and
op·ed under the direction of Minor (1970).

A 'high-school oriented

Whose purpose is to provide individualized aid to students,
wa~ designed to correct two problems in information handling:

The fallibility of both counselor and student in
associating, and selectively recalling educational and vocational facts, and

.1.

.

~emorizing,

2. The inability of the counselor and the student to
devote sufficient time, patience, and energy to performing the enormous numbers of clerical steps involved in
relating educational and occupational facts to pertinent
information about the student. (p. 37)
system consists of three phases each with an information data bank-occupational information bank, an educational bank, and a bank which
us.ed by students to identify post-high school institutions that
their needs.

The system involves individual interaction between

§tudents and the computer, with the system relating the students'
es to the informati on in the system's data bank (Super, 1970).
The Guidance Information System (GIS), a computer-based system,
. developed duri ng the 1960' s.

The system is equi pped to offer

onwide information on two-year and four-year colleges and graduate
.schools regarding application deadlines, tuition, financial aid, and
so~e

information on occupational training available in the armed

services (Hurd, 1980).
The Wisconsin Career Information System (WCIS) is designed to be
used either manually or with a computer.

WCIS was developed to provide

a statewide program for the use of young people and adults, with a focus
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on career awareness, education and decision making.

WCIS also supplies

employees of universities, CETA programs, Job Service offices, and
technical institutes with career-related information.

WCIS is designed:

1. to help persons learn about and understand the range
of careers now available and likely to be available in
the future.
2. t() help labor force entrants become aware of occupations which are acceptable and personally satisfying.
3. to encourage persons in the process of making career
decisions to explore vocational possibilities on their
own.
4. to increase awareness of major sources of occupational
information, and
5. to provide support for related programs including career
education, career and employment counseling and manpower and
educational planning. (Lambert, 1979, p. 1)
The WCIS system contains twenty-two files of information based on occupations both in Wisconsin and nationwide.

Information files exist for all

postsecondary schools in Wisconsin, all four-year colleges. nationwide,
all two-year colleges nationwide, and all graduate schools nationwide
(Lambert, 1979, pp. 1-2).
The Computerization of Vocational Information System (CVIS),
developed at Willowbrook High school, a suburb of Chicago, is a
computer-based guidance and administrative system designed to make
individualized educational and vocational information available to
students and counselors.

The framework of the system is based on Anne

Roe's classification system in which occupations are divided into six
levels by amount of training required and degree of responsibility
assumed by the worker.

"The occupations are further divided into

g
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tegories of interest:
T,,~hnnlogy,

Service,
Business Contact,
Organiza.
.

Outdoor, Science, General Culture, Art and Entertain-

s, 1970, p. 6).

CVIS is designed to enable students to

infonnation about themselves and about educational training,
infonnation about some 650 occupations.
h,!F'nt

A wide variety

infonnation is entered into the computer, i.e., class

composite scores from batteries of tests, as well as scores

;;

the computer in effect becomes both
,h"nrv and filing system for the students' use (Harris, 1970).

·1he Computerized Occupational Infonnation System (COIS) was
.

loped
.. in the Department of Vocational Education at Pennsylvania
University.

A computer-based, occupational infonnation system,

wa$ designed to overcome a limitation present in many other
vsb~m":

the limitation of presenting the same occupational or

,,,,,<.,,,.. infonnation to all students.

The computer is deSigned to

lnfonnation about occupations and to present this infonnation to
student by typewriter printout, tape recording, or slide projector.
S.'ystem util izes selective presentati on of infonnation in that the
.mil'tp,ria1 to be presented to the student is based on the student' s
Ge,neY'al Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) profile and stored in the computer.
occupations presented are tied to particular vocational-technical
curricula available to the students.

COIS is a system with great

flexibility which allows for changes that occur to be entered into
computer storage.

In additi on, the immense storage capaci ty allows
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number "of job descriptions to be stored in addition to in1e student profiles" (Impellitteri, 1967, p. 263).
The Oregon Career Information System (CIS) is a system which
izes both a computer-based and a needle-sort manual system to
current labor market and educational information. The system,
:T,,'r ..w

de interagency consortium, consists of five information

1. QUEST: An introductory questionnaire that helps
students and clients to explore occupations related to
their self-assessed interests and abilities.
2. Descriptions; Brief 300-word summaries about each
of the 225 occupational categories in the system. The
descriptions emphasize local as well as state and
national information about jobs and worker qualifications, and the summaries are subject to immediate revis ion as well as peri od i c update.
3. Education and Training: Identifies educational and
training opportunities in Oregon for each of the occupations in the system.
4. Bibliography and Books: Refers students to the most
pertinent general and specific publications for each
occupation in the system.
5. Visits; The names of local people who are available
to discuss their respective occupations with individuals
who wish to supplement the information gained from the
other components with personal contacts. (Tha1-Larsen
&Parris, 1975, p. 90)
A unique feature of the CIS is the factor of privacy. The only information acquired by the computer about the student is in response
to hi s answers to QUEST, and these responses are not stored in the
system {Thal-Larsen & Parris, 1975).
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Information Strategies Used.2l Career
Information Systems
~~-'.£!:~

De 1ivery Systems

literature reveals that many advances are foreseen during the
's"in computer technology, with particular emphasis in the field
Harris-Bowlsbey (1974) stated that, "the computer is the
delivery mechanism because of its ability to store and retrieve
iii'o,rrriiation, simulate conversation, monitor the user's progress through
program and update materials quickly" (p. 335).
Shostak (1981) compared the changes whi ch are taki ng place as
"systl:ms break, one as potentially awesome as any previously known by

" (p. 357).

Shostak (1981) defines.a systems break as "a

shift in the way in which the fundamental institutions of
the economy, polity, military, family, and all others--are
>reCn~;t

internally and in relation to one anothe.r" (p. 357).
The implementation of computer technology into education has
There are advocates both pro and con for the implementation.
given by those who oppose the implementation is the ex-

ho'rbitant cost.

Another reason given for the hesitation in the use

of computers is the fear of "encroachment on the humani zi ng e lemertts of
the educational process" (Norris et al., 1979, p. 382).

Norris stated

that the general goals of computer technology in the career information
servi ces are to,
1 ..

increase the amount of informational materials.

2.

make the information available to more students.

7
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3. make the exploration process more pleasing to the
student. (p. 382)
Proponents for the implementation of computer technology claim
the computer can store and record quantities of information and
retrieval of the information is much more efficient than when
<colnventional approach is used.

Advocates of computer techno logy feel

mlinY of the functions of the counselor can be taken over by the

",

(;OITlp1J'ter, which releases the counselor to work with more students on a
ne4o-one personal basis.
Computers are a way of storing the growing information for use
in need of making a decision.
<.T,>rnatives one is faced with today

The vast number of al-

and the ever-increasing complexity

change in society calls for current information.
out;-of-date by the time they are publi shed.

Books are often

The stori ng and retrieval

of information from computers can be of help when an individual needs
in obtaining current information for use in decision making.
Super (1973) stated that "four basi c ki nds of computer
.. assistance to vocational guidance are each serving a different function."
The four are 1 isted as follows:
1. Computers can be used for educational and manpower
development and planning.
2. They may be used as an extension of counseling by
providing clients access to a wealth of data.
3. They must be used for simulating, supplementing, or
supplanting counselors by programming counselor functions with data access.
4. They can be used for staff training and development.
(p. 290)

•
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The needle-sort delivery system.
,

A manual form of exploring

needle-sort, uses a deck of sortable cards.

'-,"!,

Each needle-sort or key-sort card '; s coded for the attribufes of, for example, a particular occupation, and
users sort the cards with a knitti ng-needl eli ke devi ce
to find occupations that show a high potential of meeting
theJr preferences. Manual systems are not simply substi-·
t\ltes for the computer. They have the advantage of being
highly graphic. (If you say you will not finish high school,
tile number of occupati onal cards that drop off is impressive, even to the cyni ca 1 eleventh grader.) They are also
1l1ghly portable, thus being convenient to use in the
counselor's office, at home, or, in sets of four of five
decks, in all kinds of classrooms and career-development
group activities. (McKinlay, 1979, p.27)
Methods of delivery of career information are not useful with
Mendenhall (1981) stated that "One cannot re ly upon coml1.etworks to deliver career information if computers do not exist
of the delivery area.

Neither can a needle-sort system

out an individual response to information requests" (p. 2) .
. .In a survey conducted by the North Dakota Occupational Informa,'~~

Coordinati ng Committee (1980) of needle-sort users

iiI the states of

" Nebraska, South Dakota, and Wyoming, a positive feedback was re.

The feedback was in. respon.se to ques ti ons about thei r "opi ni ons

needle-sort as it relates to ease of use, attractiveness to client,
use of time, ease of administering, and acceptance by clients"
. 2).

In summarizing the data, the authors reached the conclusion that

ike many other guidance, counseling, or career education tools, "the
e-sort structured search is a valuable learning device.

Its

ucc:ess depends on the enthusi asm and knowledge of use of the person
administering it to the client" (p. 2).

cd
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User Reaction -to Career InfbrmationSystems

~

An evaluation of career information systems reveals the positive
with which the systems are held, and reveals the interest and
whfch exist in the systems.

In surveys of parents, teachers, and

:fegarding the goals or intent of career education, the results
to ,be positive (Herr, 1979).
H.1C,rdl;~

In response to a query concerning

veness of career information systems, McKinlay (1980) re-

that the key tests of system appeal include the fo11owing:

,

1.

Client reported affective response to the system

2.

Client repeat usage rate

3.

Frequency of use within an institution

4.

Numbers of institutions using the system (p. 355)

In a study of the interests and aptitudes of eleventh-grade

',$:onducted by Pi 1ato and Myers (1975), the data were interpreted
. f!
compllter pri ntouts.

The results indi cated that,

. giving students information about their aptitudes
and interests alone or giving students information
about the occupational structure alone was an ineffective procedure; however, providing students with both
types of information and using a computer-mediated approach produced effective results. (p. 63)
Following a study of existing computerized guidance systems,
Harris-Bowlsbey (1974) stated, "the evidence is sufficient to conclude
that these information systems are practi ca11y and not just theoretica11y workable" (p. 335).

Harris-Bowlsbey also asserted that, "stu-

dents and parents alike have accepted computerized guidance systems
with a high degree of enthusiasm" (p. 335).
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Atldio-visual aids are attractive to students where computerized
,<fJ'ms are not in use.

Norman (1969) asserted that "audio aid often

students to seek a.dditional career counseling" (p. 695).
Korn, and Dunn (1975) found that in presenting occupational
IfOl"llla'Llon to "rel uctant 1earners" those students gai ned more i nformafrom aslidetape presentation than from written material or a
cassette.
The Nebraska Career Information System (NCIS)
The NClS was developed to be used with either a needle-sort or
ct:)rtIputerizedsystem. The Research News (1979) in explaining features
the del ivery system stated:
Used as a systematic procedure for providing career information to students makes available a record of student
responses to the QUEST portion of the NClS to school administrators. Schools using the NClS and keeping a record
of student responses will have a profile of their student
body that will indicate occupational preferences, and
weaknesses as perceived by the student. (p. 1)
The objectives of the NClS were designed to,
1. Review and update career information materials and
procedures.
2. Prepare training guides and manuals for inservice of
counselors and teachers.

.,
"
",::

.,il
i

3. Schedule and conduct training sessions for users of
the NClS.
4. Expand information files on Nebraska career options and
training availability.
l

5. Maintain communications with other states using and
developing career information systems.

,
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6. Provide special workshops and services to counselor
training personnel at Chadron State College, Kearney State
College, University of Nebraska at Omaha and Lincoln.
7.; Provide special workshops and services to counselors of
CErA, Vocational Rehabilitation, and Job Service programs
arid other servi ce agenci es.
8. Revi ew and eval uate NCIS acti vities and servi ces to
provide input for better services to local school counselors,
te<lchers, and administrators carrying out career guidance
functions with Nebraska students and cl ients. (Mendenhall,
1979, p. 2)
AS a major source of career information in the state of Nebras ka,
serves a broad population.

Not only does it serve both secondary

postsecondary students, it also provides career information to dish'omemakers, to single heads of households, to men and women who
seeking employment in non-traditional fields, to homemakers who are
ng for full-time jobs, and to both youth and adults.

Agencies such

well as hospitals and correctional institu, all subscribe to NCIS.
'an"l"

The built-in flexibility of NCIS is

with its filmstrips and slides which may be used in providing

information for the disadvantaged and/or handicapped individual.
A review of the literature has revealed that career information
i'sts of three major components--information, delivery, and assist(McKi nl ay, 1979).

NCIS provi des for the three components in the

low; n9 manner:
Information. NCIS uses a well-trained staff to both research and update information in order that it remains
current and relevant.
Delivery. Delivery strategy is provided by either needlesort or computeri zed sys terns.
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increasing vollJlle of occupational literature, have made it imble for counselors to provide sufficient occupational information
stUdents.

As a result, career information systems have been designed

implemented in the nation's schools.

The systems of career informa-

vary from the extremely simple to extremely complex computerized
They may consist of either a manual or a computerized delivery
which provides information to the user.
The evaluation

o'f

career information systems reviewed reflects

from users of the systems. The feeling is expressed
those who have been exposed to the system have. benefited from it.
Rati ona] e for·' the Study
A review of the literature reveals many forms of career informasystems.

Although the systems vary widely, all of them appear to

upon the necessity for providing current, local, relevant occupainformation for the nation's students.
Demand from both the public sector and the legislative body for
occupational preparation of youth for the world of work also
ected the need to help counselors save time in providing career
Thi s demand provi ded the impetus for the desi gn
implementation of the career information services.
The Nebraska Career Information System (NCIS) is a comprehensive
organization which provides services for a variety of agencies as well
as indivi dua ls in both rural and urban Nebraska.

A manual

needle-sort

delivery system, and a computerized form are both part of the structure

7
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Formulators of the system agree to the necessity for three
rcomIPofilents--information, del ivery ',and assi stance.

NClS com-

with these requirements by using a well-trained staff to research
te information in order to keep the information relevant and
Delivery service strategy is provided by the use of either
ort or the computerized system, and assistance in using
IS is promoted by providing well-trained staff members who are
ed';\'! the use of the system to help user clients.
The career information systems in use at present were pioneers
",,·,'\I;ding career information servi ces during the 1970-1980 years.
same period of time, the systems have been developed
sophisticated structures.
In summary, an evaluation of the Nebraska Career Information
V~l-om

reveals that the need for uniform career and occupational in-

'nnn~i'ion

that could be used in career counseling was recognized by

ReSearch Coordinating Unit at the University of Nebraska. ,The need
set of basic standards for implementation in Nebraska was also
These standards were general in nature but established
a for selecting a system for the state.

It was determined that

a System for use in Nebraska should have the following capabilities:
1.

Provide a structure for career counseling information
that could be used in schools throughout the state.

2.

Provide procedural guides for the use of the information included in the system.

3.

Be usable by both counselors and teachers.
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4.

Be applicable in both rural and urban areas.

5.

Be useable by both youth and adults.

-6.

Provide current
teachers.

informati~n

to counselors and

- An information base was chosen that could be used with both a
le-soY't and a computeri zed system.

Thi s base, used as a sys temati c

'I'dlure for providing career information to students, makes available
of student responses to the QUEST portion of the NClS to school
ni strators.
'nnn~"'-<;

Schools usi ng the NClS and keepi ng a record of student

will have a profile of their student body that will indicate

onal preferences, capabilities, and weaknesses as perceived by
stydents.
The responses can be used to assist schools in providing adequate
iformcl--t ion for preparation of the "Local Plan" for vocationally reluur-"~:u

programs.

The student profile developed during school years

pe valuable in analyses of student follow-up data acquired from
after graduation.

Using a standard procedure for informing

of career options coupled with current information is critical
assuring equal opportunity for student development toward career
(RCU, 1979).

Although the NClS program has been in use for several years, the
knowledge possessed by high school students in the areas of occupational
i nformati on has not been assessed.

In thi s instance, the factors whi ch

caused the i nvesti gator to propose thi s study \\ere the need to determi ne
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nts who have been exposed to the NeIS program have profited
s~xperience

~cuIDa1;ional

in tenus of their knowledge of the various areas

infonnation, when compared to students in schools where

S p.rogram has not been used.

In addition, there was a need to

ne the percentage of the students who were being served by the
,

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
In order to provide a background for the study, a review of
. Was conducted to exami ne the writi ngs of 1eading educators
field of career education.

Books, periodicals, and other cur-

tings were studied with emphasi s focused on career education
i"~r,,,,,r

'.~

information systems.
The Problem

A restatement of the problem is as follows:

wlls

The purpose of the

to learn if students fran schools where the NCIS program was

s.cored significantly hi gher in thei r responses to questions conoccupational information than did students fran the schools
the NClS program was not used.

A secondary purpose was to deter-

what percentage of the students in the sample used had experience
the NClS program.
.!I'

Null Hypotheses
Hypothesis

1. There is no significant difference between

in NClS schools and students in non-NCIS schools based on
r knowledge of work factors and of the necessary interests and
liti es re 1ati ng to these factors.
Hypothesis

1.

There is no significant difference between

students in NClS schools and students in non-NClS schools based on

J. . ..

"-'~)'-
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to make educational choices, including level of educato make future occupational choices, or to make choices
occupational goals.
HypothesiS 1. There is no significant difference between stuin NClS schools arid students in non-NClS schools based on their
ty'jzo identify postsecondary school entrance and financial re-

nOli"'''','', schools which provide training for specified occupations,
i".elmHovrnent opportunities in those occupations.
'Hypothesis.1. There is no significant difference between stuin NClS schools and students in non-NClS schools based on their
to demonstrate an awareness of the sources of occupational

. 'J

nfc)rIil,ation avail ab 1e to them.
Hypothesis~.

There is no significant difference between stu-

in NClS schools and students in non-NClS schools based on their
identify working conditions, including work settings, as
their knowledge of wage scales and sal ary necessary for
, it

beginning wage.
Design of the Study
The study was a survey (questionnaire) used to determine
career information knowledge possessed by high school seniors in
Nebraska who have and have not had access to the Nebraska Career
Information System (NClS).
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Selection of the Sample
The Research Coordi nati ng Unit (RCU)suppl ied the researcher
a list of 187 public high schools within Nebraska which subscribed
IS during the school year 1980-81.

Using the Nebraska Educational

the researcher listed the remaining 148 public high schools
state which did not subscribe to NCIS during. the same period of
A random sampling technique was used to select twenty,:public·
from each 1i st.
Preparation of the Instrument
The method used to collect the data for the study was a.five-page
1:1onnaire administered to high school seniors in forty public high
in Nebras ka duri ng the spri ng of 1981.
The questionnaire consisted of 33 questions, 21 taken from QUEST
a1, with the remainder of the questions developed by the researcher.
questionnaire was a product, or outcome-or;,ented instrument.

Questions

a demographic nature were limited to the name of the high school,
age of the student, and sex.

The students were not asked to

their names.
The fi rs t 17 questions cons i s ted of choi ces of jobs based on a
cription of job factors.

Questions 18-20 related to job settings.

tions 21-25 related to making decisions with regard to educational
occupational choices and to a desired starting salary.

Questions

26-29 consisted of questions concerning knowledge of job availability
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a chosen field, proper educational preparation for chosen educational
occupational entrance, knowledge of schools offering desired trainand the cost of that training.
~_... l~,'''''

Questions 30-32 pertained to

of sources of occupational infonnation.

Question 33 was

student's knowl edge of cl assi ficati on of occupaaccording to the U.S. Office of Education's cluster of 20,000

Procedure
An initial telephone call was made to the building principal
. ·of 'each of the forty schools.

Permi ssion was requested to administer

questionnaire, and a date and time were established.

Once pennission

. granted, a follow-up letter was sent to each high school principal
verifying the arrangements (see Appendix A).
The questionnaire was administered by the researcher or a local
h}gh school counselor or teacher.

Local staff who administered the

questionnaire were trained by the researcher for administering the
questi onnai reo
Pilot Study
The preliminary instrument was developed following discussion with
the researcher's advisor, the director of the RCU program, and other
's upervi sory commi ttee members.

The instrument was tes ted at. two hi gh

'schools, one school which subscribed to NClS and one school which did
not.

Twenty seniors from each school completed the questionnaire.

As
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of the pilot testing:, changes were made in the fonnat of the
nt as well as in the wording of the questionnaire.
Analysis of the Data
presentation of data for this study was organized to provide
far the objectives presented in Chapter 1.

The statistical

ltDt1sisted of a comparison of the student:s.. fr.om .. NClSschools
from non-NClS schools.

The study attempted to learn i f

-from the NClS schools scored significantly higher in their
questions concerning career information than did students
NClS schools.
D~ta

were obtained from 1176 students in schools using NClS

for a return rate of 70 percent, and 636 students in schools
.using the NClS system, for a return rate of 84 percent.

The

q.nnaires were individually ooded by the researcher and typed
the computer.
- The data were grouped so that a comparison of the means for
tJ'i'!atment group (NClS) cou1 d be made with the means of the control
(non-NClS)- in order to determine if there was a significant
between the two groups in their responses to the question-

The responses of students in the participating schools were
grOUlled together for comparison consistent with the assumption that since
NClS is a packaged program designed to be used by students from the
entire state regardless of the location for the purposes of this study,
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a comparison of students from NeIS-user schools was made to stufrom non-NeIS-user schools.
With the use of the Statistical Package'for'the'Sbcial'Sciences,
responses to the questionnaire were analyzed and are presented in
reQ:uellCY and percentage tables.

A chi square test which was used

.' mea~ure statistical significance tells the probability that the
,n<:P'rv"[J
,IIClI'"''

relationship of the sample study could have happened by

and is not truly representative of the entire population, i.e.,

an obtained test result that is significant at the .05 level
ld occur by chance only five times in 100 trials.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
sresearch study was desi gned and conducted to obtain data
to. five research objectives.
/'

The fi ndi ngs of thi s study are

in this chapter, and the conclusions and recommendations are
e<J.' in Chapter V.

The summary of the fi ndi ngs for each research

ve.is provided through the use of tables and a narrative explaining

The techniques used to collect the data to accomplish these purincluded the administration of a questionnaire developed and field

by the researcher.

The questionnaire was administered to a selected

of seniors in Nebraska high schools, both NelS user schools and

The collected data were analyzed and are presented in two parts.
one includes descriptive statistics for the sample included in the
The number of twelfth-grade students are shown for both NCIS
schools and for non-NCIS user schools; the nunber and percentage of
:espOlnses are shown for NCIS user schools and non-NCIS user schools as
Part two presents the results of the statistical findings for
ected questionnaire items relating to the hypotheses being measured
thi s study.
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Description of Sample
Table 1 lists the number of twelfth-grade students from NelS
non-NelS user schools.

Table 1 also lists the number and per-

of questionnaire responses from the individual schools involved
stUdY·
Findings from Hypotheses

~=.::..l
There is no si gnifi cant di fference between students in
'NelS user schools and students in non-NelS user schools
. based on thei r knowledge of work factors and of the necessary interests and abilities relating to these factors.
hypothesis was measured by analyzing the responses from students
and non-NelS user schools.

Questionnaire items

1-17 were used to obtain a measure of the attainment of hypothesis
one (Appendix B).
Question 1.

In choosing a career. the most important factor to

(please check one);
Money
A creative job
- - Independence
- - Serving people
--Having time to spend with my family
A chi square was. computed on question 1 to determine if a signifcant difference existed at the .05 level between students from NelS
schools and students fran non-NelS user schools with respect to their
of factors in selecting an occupation.

Table 2 reveals that both

responded with a creative job as their first choice.

There were

. i

NelS
School No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Total

Number of Number of Percentage of
Seniors
Responses
Responses

20
94
15
261
92
34
20
39
355
338
15
40
94
45
52
13
27
22
37

15
6
15
249
59
19
20
37
267
163
14
22
90
39
24
12
23
13
73
16

75.00
7.00
100.00
95.00
64.00
56.00
100.00
95.00
75.00
48.00
93.00
55.00
96.00
87.00
46.00
92.00
85.00
59.00
95.00
43.00

1690

1176

70.00
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I

Non-NCIS
School No.

Number of Number of Percentage of
Seniors Responses
Responses

18
19

19

11

11

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

20
23
28
49
24
24
26
21
143
23
27
4
25
22
137
78
38

19
23
27
49
16
18
16
20
85
23
24
4
25
18
126
·64
36

72.00
100.00
100.00
95.00
100.00
96.00
100.00
67.00
75.00
62.00
95.00
' 59. 00
100.00
89.00
100.00
100.00
132.00
92.00
82.00
95.00

Total

760

636

84.00

1
2
3
4
5

6

13

en
0

,.:'~,-;d
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TABLE 2
ry' of Chi Square Analysis of Responses of Students from NClS
sand Non-NClS Schools lndi cati ng Factors in Career Choi ce

NClS Schools
Nunber Percent

square

Non-NClS Schools
Number . Percent

Total
Number Percent

357

30.4

189

29.7

546

30.1

406

34.5

216

34.0

622

34.3

185

15.7

96

15.1

281

15.5

171

14.5

66

10.4

237

13.1

57

4.8

69

10.8

126

7.0

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

= 27.05719

with 4 degrees of freedom; si gnifi cance = 0.0000

(34.5 percent) students from NClS user schools ard 216 (34.0 percent)
from non-NCIS user schools who chose creative job as their'
Money was the second choi ce for both groups; 30.4 percent
students from NClS user schools and 29.7 percent of the students
~IS

non-user schools chose this response.

The data reveal signif-

<:iifferences at the .05 level (refer to Table 2).
The data from que'stion number one was subjected to an analysis of
ailce (ANOVA) test to determine if the significance of the chi square
actually due to a difference between the two groups, NClS user versus
lIon-NI: I <; user students; rather than from withi n the v ari ous answer
of the question.

The results from the ANOVA did not show
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cance at the .05 level.

The significance of the ANOVA in-

that the means of the two samples were not disparate.

There-

the ntill hypothesis that there is no difference between the
of NCIS users and non-NCIS users is accepted (refer to

TABLE 3
sommary of One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Responses
from Students in NClS User and Non-NClS User Schools
Indicating Factor in Career Choice

SINpn-NCIS

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

Probabi 1ity

1

3.8658

3.8658

0.1086

F

Questions 2-17, which also measured work factors, were pooled
tOIc(e·the~r

usi ng t-tests with means for the total items (refer to
An examination of the pooled responses showed that the
user group scored higher on the individual means than did

the NCIS user group respondents.
slgnificant at the .05 level.

The total differences were not
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The individual questions (2-17) were subjected to chi square
,Students in NClS user schools were not significantly differstudents in non-NClS user school s with respect to work
and knowledge of interest and abilities which relate to
factors.

These include:

choosing the most important factor,

same task many times a day, performing exacting work,
factual information, dealing with many people, influencing
~t'

P'Mple, accepting responsibility for making decisions, moving
one task to another, expressing feelings and ideas in artistic
• handl ing objects, usi ng fi ngers, copying words and/or numbers
rTllrifTo..

ly, readi ng and understandi ng i nstructi ons, express i ng
in speech and in writing, solving arithmetic.
comprehending procedures and understanding the
behind them, observing differences of objects and lengths,

.lifting objects. Question number 15 had a level of significance
on the individual test (refer to Table 5).

Question 15. On some jobs you would need the ability to
procedures and reasoning behind them.
good at figuring out complicated things.
this type of work?

You might have to

Would you want to do
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TABLE 4
At-Test Analysis of.Questions 2-17 Composed of a Pooled
Comparison of Factors Chosen by Students from
NClS and Non-NClS User Schools
Pooled Variance Estimates
t
2-Tail
Val ue
Probabil ity

Mean
27.2662

0.057

-1. 90

27.7437

TABLE 5
S4ffiffiary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students-in
NClS and Non-NClS User Schools, Indicating Interest in Job
Factors, Including Reasoning Procedures
NCIS Schools
Number Percent

Non-NCIS Schools
Number Percent

Total
Number Percent

608

51.7

290

45.6

898

49.6

293

24.9

204

32.1

497

27.4

275

23.4

142

22.3

417

23.0

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

, I

chi square

~

11.01896 with 2 degrees of freedom; significance

= 0.0040

'1

",

'I.:
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TABLE 6
,IJI1IIllClI"Y of One-Way"Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Responses

Students in'NCISUser and Non-NCISUser Schools
Indicating Interest in J9b Factors,
Including Reasoning Procedures'

Degrees of
Freedom

SLITl of
Squares

Mean
Squares

Probabil ity

1

1.0531

1.0531

0.2051

F

items 22, 23, 24, and 25 were used to obtain a measure of
.,!~TT~i'r\m"nT

of hypothesi s number 2 (Appendi x B).
Following graduation from high school, I plan to

following? ("?lease check one)

,

Continue my education by enrolling in a post-high school
" - - program full-time (college, busi ness school, techni cal
school, or community college)
Get a full-time job
Go to mil itary service
- - Other (please specify)
- - Undeci ded
. c - ', -

A chi square was computed on question number 22 to determine if a
,mni"l;icant di fference at the .05 1eve 1 exi s ted between students from
user schools and students from non-NCIS user schools concerning their
lans to pursue their education following high school graduation.

Although

he data show that more students from NClS user schools planned to further
,ir education (65.3 percent) than did students from non-NCIS user schools
.6 percent), students from non-NClS user schools who planned to obtain
a full-time job upon high school graduation (21.2 percent) also differed

.~

.,
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students in NelS user schools who planned to obtain a full-time
The difference was not si gnificant at the .05 level

TABLE 7
Square Analysis of Responses from Students in NelS
Indicating Their Interests in Postsecondary
Education Training

NelS Schools
Number Percent
nue educati on

servi ce

Non-NelS Schools
Number· Percent

Total
Number Percent

768

65.3

392

61.6

1160

64.0

221

18.8

135

21.2

356

19.6

61

5.2

26

4.1

87

4.8

50

4.3

34

5.3

84

4.6

76

6.5

49

7.7

125

6.9

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

chi square = 5.14061 with 4 degrees of freedom; significance
Question 23.

= 0.2732

Have you chosen an occupation to study fur or enter

llowing high school graduation? (Please check one)
Yes
- - No (Table 8)

~

Question 24.

If you have not chosen one particular occupation to

enter, are you interested in several alternatives? (Please check one)
Yes
No (Table 9)
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Chi squares were computed on quest; on numbers 23 and 24 to
determine if significant differences existed between NeIS user students
~nd

non-NCIS user students concerni ng whether they had chosen an occupa-

tion to study for or enter following high school graduation, and whether
Hudents from NClS user and non-NClS user schools were interested in
several occupati ana 1 a 1ternati ves.

The data reveal no s i gnifi cant

differences for either question at the .05 level.
TABLE 8
Summary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students
in NClS and Non-NClS Schools Indicating
Postsecondary Occupational Plans

Response

NClS Schools
Number Percent

Non-NClS Schools
Number Percent

Total
Number Percent

Yes

762

64.8

409

64.3

1171

64.6

No

414

35.2

227

35.7

641

35.4

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

Total

Raw Chi Square = 0.04295 with 1 degree of freedom; significance = 0.8358
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TABLE g
Of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students in NCIS
and Non-NCIS·Schools Indicating Inter;ests
in Planning AlternaHve Goals

NCIS Schools
NlJIlber .. Percent

. square

Non-NCIS·Schbols
Total
NlJIlber . Percent .. . Number Percent

375

31.8

211

33.2

586

32.3

801

68.2

425

66.8

1226

67.7

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

.100.0

= 0.37227 with 1 degree of freedom; significance = 0.5418

/

Question 25.

What level of education or training do you plan to

wheh you enter your chosen career field?

Consider your present

911 plus additional education you would take.

(Please check the

education or training program you would be willing to complete.)
_._
__
__
__
__

No special training, education, or experience beyond
hi gh school
No more than hi gh school graduation (or GED) and a
short training period
Up to one year of full-time schooling
Up to two years or associate degree
Up to ·four year. college program
Undeci ded

A chi square computation was used to determine the levels of
atni ng planned by students from NClS user and non-NClS user schools
l}cjwing their graduation from high school.

Table 10 reveals the dif-

which existed were significant at the .05 level.
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TABLE 10
SLi1lIJJary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students in
NelS and Non-NClS Schools lndi cati ng Interest in
Level of Postsecondary Education

NClS Schools
Number Percent
traini ng beyond
gh school
school pl us
training
period
year of train;'l1g

Undecided
Total

Non-NelS Schools
Number . Percent

Total
Number Percent

89

7.6

55

8.6

144

7.9

85

7.2

55

8.6

140

7.7

112

9.5

70

11.0

182

10.0

190

16.2

129

20.3

319

17.6

534

45.4

248

39.0

782

43.2

166

14.1

79

12.4

245

13.5

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

Ri:\w chi square = 11.39001 with 5 degrees of freedom; si gnifi cance

= 0.0442

Table 11 reveals that the results of an ANOVA test to determine

if the Significance of the chi square test was actually due to a difference between the two groups, NClS user versus non-NelS user schools, rather
than within the various answer categories of the question.

The results

from the ANOVA s how a s i gni fi cant di fferenceatt he .05 1eve 1 .

The s i gni f-

icance of the ANOVA indicated that the means of the·two samples were
disparate.

Therefore, the null hypothesis that there is no difference
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the populations of NelS users and non-NelS users is rejected.
TABLE 11
Surrl!11aY·.Y of One-Way.Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Responses
from Students in NClS User and Non-NelS User·Schools
Illdi cat; ng Interest in Leve 1 of Postsecondary
Education
Degrees of
Freedom

S\Jll of
Squares

Mean
Squares

Probability

1

12.4498

12.4498

0.0138

INon-NelS

F

There is no significant difference between students in
NelS user schools and students in non-NClS user schools
based on their ability to identify postsecondary school
entrance and financial requirements. schools whi ch provide training for specified occupations, and employment
opportunities in these occupations .
• ionnaire items 26, 27, 28, and 29 were used to obtain a measure
f the attainment of hypothesis number 3 (Appendix B).
Question 26.

Are you aware of the number of jobs available in

Ur chosen occupati on? (Please check one)

=

Yes

No (Table 12)

Questi on 27.

Have you taken the subjects in hi gh school to

provide the necessary background for your chosen occupation?

(For

example, if you plan to be an engineer or a computer programmer, have
you taken algebra?)

(Please check one)

T2

Yes

~No

I don't. know (Table 13)
TABLE 12
Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students in
and Non-NCtS Schools Indicating Awareness of
Job Availabil ity in Chosen Occupation

,

~;'i

NClS Schools
Number Percent

square

Non-NClS Schools
Number Percent

. Total
Number Percent

744

63.2

421

66.2

1165

64.3

432

36.8

215

33.8

647

35.7

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

= 1.57549

with 1 degree of freedom; si gnifi cance = 0.2094

TABLE 13
SuriJnary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students in
NClS and Non-NClS Schools Indicating Awareness of
Educational Requirements for Postsecondary
Training

NClS Schools
Number Percent

. Total

Non-NClS Schools
Number Percent

Total
Number Percent

858

73.0

456

71.7

1314

72.5

107

9.1

59

9.3

Hi6

9.2

211

17 .9

121

19.0

332

18.3

1176 .. .100.0

.636

.100.0

1812

100 .• 0

,. Raw chi square = 0.36903 with 2 degrees of freedom; si gnifi cance = 0.8315
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A chi square computation was used to determine the statistics
ons number 26 and 27.

Tables 12 and 13 show that no signif-

fferences existed between the NClS user students and the nono

er students concerning whether they were aware of the numbers
available in their chosen occupations, and whether students
NClS user and non-NCIS user schools had taken the subjects
school to provide tfu necessary background for their chosen
tions.

There was no significance at the .05 level •

. Question 28.

Do you know the name of a school in Nebraska

provides
the training you need for your chosen occupation?
,
check one)

====

Yes
No (Table 14)

Table 14 reveals that the students from non-NClS user schools
significantly higher than did the students from NClS user
in their knowledge of schools in Nebraska that provide
fic training for their chosen occupations. A chi square computa. revealed that affirmative responses made by students from nonuser schools totaled 69.7 percent, whereas responses of students
NCIS user schoo 1s totaled 63.9 percent.

Overall di fferences

significant at the .05 level.
An ANOVA test was used to determine if the significance of the chi
square test was actua 11y due to a difference between the two groups,
stUdents from NClS user schools versus students attending non-NClS user
sf;hools, rather than within the various answer categories of the question.
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ts. from the ANOVA showed si gnificance at the .05 level (Table

.ANOVA performed on question 28 indicated

~hat

there were

cant differences between the means of NClS users and non-NCIS
Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
TABLE 14
Of Chi Square Ana lysi s of Responses fran Students in NCIS
"and Non-NCIS Schools Indicating Awareness of Nebraska
PostsecondarY Schools Which Provide Training
for Chosen Occupations

NC IS Schools
Number Percent

square

Non-NClS School s
Number Percent

Total
Number Percent

752

63.9

443

69.7

1195

65.9

424

36.1

193

30.3

617

34.1

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

= 5.98984

with 1 degree of freedom; significance

= 0.0144

TABLE 15
Summary of One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Responses
from Students in NCIS User and Non-NCIS User Schools
Indicating Awareness of Nebraska Postsecondary
Schools Which Provide Training for
Chosen Occupations

Degrees of
Freedom
NClS/Non-NCIS.

1

Sum of
Squares.
1.3399

Mean
. Squares

F
. Probabi 1i ty

i.3399

0.0146
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In considering training for an occupation, it is
'to consi der the cost.

Do you know the tuition for two semesters

. 'a Nebraska universHy. state col'lege, or a communtty college?
l;heck one}
Yes
No {Table 16}
TABLE 16
.' Sul[lll1ary of Chi Square Ana lysi s of Responses from Students in
.NtiS and Non-NCIS Schools Indicating Knowledge of Tuition
Costs for Postsecondary Education

,
NCIS Schools
Number Percent

Total
chi square

Non-NClS Schools
Number Percent

Total
Number Percent

343

29.2

174

27.4

517

28.5

833

70.8

462

72.6

1295

71.5

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

= 0.66182 with 1 degree of freedom; si gnifi cance = 0.4159

A chi square computation revealed that the majority of students,
those from NCIS user schools as well as students from non-NCIS user
did not know the cost of a year's tuiti on to a postsecondary
~"'·IUOl.

The difference in the responses was sl ight.

Students from non-

user schools answered with a higher percentage of negative responses

6) than students from NCIS user schools (70.8 percent).
ences were not si gnificant at the .05 level.

The differ-
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There is no s i gni ficant difference between students in NClS
user schools and students in non-NClS user schoo,ls based on
their ability to, demonstrate an awareness of the sources of
career infonnation available to them.
is number four was tested by analyzing the responses to questionand 32 (Appendix B).
My primary sources for career infonnation are (please
the source you use the most):
Guidance counselor
-,,- Parents or other relatives
- , - Teachers
- Friends
-,Books and magazi nes ,
-,- The Nebraska Career lnfonnati on System (NClS)

.--

A chi square computati on was used to detenni ne the primary sources
information for students from NClS user schools and students
user schools.

Table 17 reveals that the primary choi ce

from both groups was the guidance counselor.

qs

The students

user schools gave first place to the counselor, with 38.0

of their responses, and students from non-NClS user schools
IOn(]pr1

with 46.4 percent of their total answers.

Parents were given

place by both students from NClS user schools (26.4 percent) and
from non-NClS user schools (25.2 percent).

The overall chi

difference in the question was Significant at the .05 level.

1

,1

The ANOVA test was used to determine, i f the significance of the chi
computation was actually due to a difference between the two
, NClS user schools and non-NClS user schools, rather than within
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TABLE 17
Summary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students in
NClS and Non-NClS User Schools Indicating Choice
of Primary Sources of Career Information
NClS Schools
Number 'Percent

Total
chi square

=

Non-NClS Schools
Number Percent

Total
Number Percent

447

38.0

295

46.4

742

40.9

310

26.4

160

25.2

470

25.9

71

6.0

46

7.2

117

6.5

154

13.1

70

11.0

224

12.4

155

13.2

58

9.1

213

11.8

39

3.3

7

1.1

46

2.5

1176

100.0

636

100.0

.. 1812

.100.0

23.44092 with 3 degrees of freedom; significance

= 0.0003

answer categories of the question. The significance of the
indicated that the means of the two samples were disparate.
the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the
ations of NClS users and non-NClS users is rejected (Table 18).
Question

1L.

The following are common sources of career inform-

Please check the ones you have used (check as many as apply).
The Occupational Outlook Handbook
- - The Dictionary of Occupational Titles
- - The Chronicle Guidance System
None of the above

;.
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TABLE 18
of One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Responses from
C;t1,de'nts in NCIS User and Non-NCIS ,User School s lndi cati ng
Choice of Primary Sources of Career lnfonnation

Degrees of
Freedom.

Sum of
Squares

Mean
'. Squares

1

43.3303

43.3303

F
Probability

0.0000

square was used to detenni ne the frequencies and percentages
The data s how there were si gnificant differences between
from NClS user schools and the students from non-NClS user schools
responses gi ven to questi on 31.

Students from NClS user

as students from non-NClS user schools responded to the
,'answer, none of the above, more often than to any of the other
Sixty-five percent of the students from NClS user schools
this answer, and 58.3 percent of the students from non-NClS user
checked the same option.

Even though both groups responded

t, often to this answer, the overall chi square difference concerning
question was significant at the .05 level.
The data from question 31 were subjected to an ANOVA test to
npt"r>"n;ne if the significance of the chi square was actually due to a
fference between the two groups, NClS user versus non-NClS user schools,
rather than within the various answer categories of the question.

The

results of the ANOVA showed a difference significant at the .05 level
(Table 20).
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TABLE 19
. Summary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students
in NClS and Non-NClS User Schools Indicating Materials
Used for Obtaining Career Information

NClS Schools
Number .. Percent

square

Non-NClS Schools
Number Percent

Total
Number. Perce nt

412

35.0

265

41. 7

677

37.4

764

65.0

371

58.3

1135

62.6

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

= 7.75913

with 1 degree of freedom; significance

= 0.0053

TABLE 20
StnTrnary of One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Responses from
Students in NClS User and Non-NCIS User Schools Indicating
Materials Used for Obtaining Career Information

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

F
Probabi lity

1

1.8199

1.8199

0.0053

The significance of the ANOVA indicated that the means of the
two samples were disparate.

Therefore, the null hypothesis that there

is no difference between the populations of NClS users and non-NClS users
is rejected.
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Quest; on 32 The followi ng are systems of occupati ona 1 i nformaPlea.se check the ones you have used.

(Check as many as apply.)

The Nebraska Career Information System (NCIS)
-.- The Guidance Information System (CIS)
- .- The Vital Information for Education and Work (VIEW)
- - None of the above
A chi square computation revealed no significant difference in
stence between the students from NCIS user schools and students from
non-NI~lS

user schools in their responses to the question regarding their

of certain systems of occupational information (refer to Table 21).
addition, the data also revealed that students from NCIS user schools
indicate their use of NClS in spite of its availability.

There is no s i gni fi cant difference between students in
NCIS user schools and students in non-NelS user schools
based on their abi lityto identify working conditions
for occupations, including work settings, their recognition of wage scales, and the salary necessary for a
begi nning wage.
Q~estion

items 18, 19, 20, and 21 were used to obtain a measure of the

attainment of hypothesis number 5 (Appendix B).
Question~.

In what type of job setting would you like to work?

(Pl ease check one)·
Mostly indoors or under shelter
- - Mostly outdoors
Undecided (refer to Table 22)

====

The data obtai ned from the chi square used in this instance
Showed that more students from non-NCIS user schools would prefer to
work outdoors (45.3 percent) as opposed to the students from NCIS user
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TABLE 21
Summay·y of Chi Square Ana 1ys i s of Responses from Students in
and Non-NClS User Schoo 1s lndi cati ng Knowledge
of Systems of Career Inf?rmation
NClS Schools
Number Percent

.. Non.:.NClS Schools
Total
Number .Percent .. Nunber Percent

TABLE 22
Summary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students in
NCIS and Non-NCIS User Schools Indicating Choice
of Environment for Job Setting
NClS Schools
Number Percent
Indoors

Total

Non-NClS Schools
Number Percent

Total
Number Percent

407

34.6

197

31.0

604

33.3

477

40.6

288

45.3

765

42.2

292.

24.8

151

23.7

443

24.4

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

Raw chi square = 4.01490 with 2 degrees of freedom; significance

= 0.1343
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• ls (40.6 percent).

The students from NelS user schools who planned

"ndoors(34.6 percent) .also differed from the students from
IS user schools (31.0 percent).

In the undecided category, stu-

from NelS user schools totaled 24.8 percent, while the students
user schools comprised 23.7 percent.

The differences

not si gnifi cant at the .05 level.
Question

12.'

Some people want to work orily in a large city;

. want to work only in a small city, while others want to work in a
town.

In whi ch si ze community are you wi Hi ng to work?

(Please

Only in a large city (like Omaha, Lincoln), over
- - 100,000 population
Only in a small city (like Fremont, Hastings),
- - over 25,000
Only in a small town-rural area, under 800
- - population
Undecided
A.chi square was used to determine the statistics in question number
Table 23 reveals that students from NelS user schools and students
non-NelS user schools both chose the small city as their first
ce for a living environment.

Students from NelS user schools revealed a

8 percent chOice, and students from non-NelS user schools showed a
Second choice for students from NelS user schools
the large city (25.2 percent), with second choice for the students
from non-NClS user schools was the undecided category (26.1 percent).
Students from NelS user schools were undecided (24.3 percent) and students
from non-NelS user schools chose the small

town~rural

environment (21.2

I
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TABLE 23
S\I1)1l11ary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students
in NClS and Non-NClS Schools Indicating Choice of
of, Si ze of Town for Job, Setting ,

NCIS Schools
Nllllber , Percent,
~ity

Total
chi square

Non-NelS SchOols
Nllllber ' Percent

Tota 1
Nllllber ' Percent'

296

25.2

116

18.2

412

22.7

468

39.8

219

34.4

687

37.9

126

10.7

135

21.2

261

14.4

286

24.3

166

26.1

452

24.9

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

= 44.04280

with 3 degrees of freedom; s i gnif; can ce

Jere"'ll'!:) as their third choice.

= o. 0000

The differences revealed were si gnif-

cant at the .05 level.
The data from question 19 was subjected to an ANOVA test to see
if the si gnifi cance of the chi square was actually due to a difference

"between the two groups, students from NClS user schools, and students
from non-NCIS user schools, rather than within the various answer
categories of the question.

The results of the ANOVA revealed signif-

icant di fferences at the . as leve 1 (refer to Table 24).

The ANOVA

performed on question 19 indicated that there were significant differences
between the means of NClS users and non-NClS users.

Therefore, the

null hypot hes i sis rejected.

----_~J
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TABLE 24
UJII1111l"Y of One-Way Analysi s of Vari ance(ANOVA) of Responses
from Students in NCIS User and Non-NCISUser Schools
Indicating Choice of Size of Town for Job Setting

Degrees of
Freedom.

1

Question 20.

Mean
. Squares.

SlJIl of
. Squares.

18.2202 .

18.2202

Where are you willing to work?

F

Probability
0.0001

(Please check one)

Only in Nebraska
- - Only in the Midwest
Anywhere in the United States

====

A chi square was computed on question 20 to determine if sigficant difference

at the .05 level existed between students from

user schools and students from non-NCIS user schools with regard to
ge.ographical location in which they wished to work.

Table 25 re-

students from NCIS user schools chose anywhere in the United States
heir first choice (74.1 percent).

Students from non-NCIS user

SCllools also chose anywhere in the United States as their first choice
61.6. percent).

Second choice (15.4 percent) for the students from NCIS
anywhere in the Midwest.

u" .. r

The students from non-NCIS

schools chose only in Nebraska for their second choice (20.9 percent).

y in Nebraska was the . t'hi rd;' cho; ce for students from NCIS user
scbools (10.5 percent). while students from non.-NClS user schools chose
the M; dwest for thei r third choi ce (17.5 percent).
e,l1ces were significant at the .D51evel.

The overa 11 differ-
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TABLE 25
summary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students
.
in NCIS and Non-NCIS Schools Indicating
Geographi ca 1 Choi ce for, Job Setti ng
NClS' Schools
Nunber Percent.

ted States
Total
chi square

Non-NClSSthoo 15
Number . Percent

. Total
Number Percent

123

10.5

133

20.9

256

14.1

181

15.4

III

17.5

292

16.1

872

74.1

392

61.6

1264

69.8

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

= 42.27747

with 2 degrees of freedom; significance

= 0.0000

The data from question 20 were subjected to an ANOVA test to
dpt,,,nni ne if the s i gnifi cance of the chi square was actually due to a

fference between the two groups, students from NClS user and students
non-NelS user schools, rather than within the various answer
cal:~gories

of the question.

The results of the ANOVA revealed signif-

pmt differences at the .05 level (refer to Table 26).

The ANOVA per-

fOYm€!d on ques tion 20 i ndi cated that there were s i gni fi cant differences
hP,t.w,,.,n the means of NelS users and non-NelS users.

Therefore, the

hypothesis is rejected.
Question 21.

How much must an occupation pay for regular, full-

time work, before you would consider it?

These wages refer to the

average starting rate before deductions; you would earn more with ex\Jeri ence.

(Please check one)
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TABLE 26
summary of One-Way Ana lysi s of Vari ance of Responses from
Students. in NClS User and Non-NClS User Schools
Indicating Geographical Choice for Job Setting

.
_
.

Degrees of
. Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

.. Probabi lity

1

21.7760

21. 7760

0.0000

F

Not sure, or not important at this time.
At least the minimum wage to start ($3.35 per hour)
At least $700-999 per month ($4.03-$5.75 per hour)
At least $1,000-1,249 per month ($5.76-$7.20 per hour)
At least $1,250-1,499 per month ($7.21-$8.64 per hour)
At least $1,500 per month ($8.65 or more per hour)

=
-.-

A chi square was computed on question 21 to determine if a signifdi fference existed between students from NClS user school and
from non-NelS user schools with regard to their choice of earnfor a starting salary.

Table 27 reveals that students from NClS

schools and students from

non~NClS

user schools both chose the

$700-$999 starting salary (31. 7 and 33.5 percent, respectively) as their
choice.

Students from NelS user schools chose $1,000-$1,249 for

second choice (24.2 percent), whi le students from non-NClS user
schools chose the minimll11 wage of $3.35 per hour (19.8 percent).

Third

choice for the students from NCIS user schools was the "not important"
choice (15.8 percent), and third choice for students from non-NClS user
schools was $1,000-$1,249 (19.3 percent).
were significant at the .05 level.

The differences which existed

An ANOVA test was used to determine
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TABLE 27
Summary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students in
NClS and Non-NeIS User Schools Indicating
Choi ce of Earnings for Begi nni ng Job

NelS Schoo 1s
Number Percent

Responses

Non-NClS Schools
Number . Percent

Total
Number Percent

Not important

186

15.8

82

12.9

268

14.8

Minimum

126

10.7

126

19.8

252

13.9

$ 700-$ 999

373

31. 7

213

33.5

586

32.3

$1,000-$1,249

285

24.2

123

19.3

408

22.5

$1 ,250- $1 ,500

95

8. 1

34

5.3

129

7.1

111

9.4

58

9.1

169

9.3

1176

100.0

636

100.0

1812

100.0

Over $1,500
Total

Raw chi square = 33.11415 with 5 degrees of freedom; significance = 0.0000

if the si gnifi cance of the chi square test was actually due to a di ffer-

ence between the two groups,t.he responses from students in NClS user
schools or those from students attending non-NOS user schools, rather
than within the various answer categories of the question.

The results

from the ANOVA showed significance at the .05 level (refer to Table 28).
The ANOVA performed on question 21 indicated there were significant
di fferences between the means of NeIS users and non-NCIS users.

There-

fore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Question

11.

The United States Office of Education has placed

over 20,000 occupations into groups called clusters.

The clusters are
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TABLE 28
of One-Way Analysis of Variance of Responses from Students in
NClS User and Non-NCIS User Schools lndi cati ng
Choice of Earnings for Beginning ,Job

S/Non-NCIS

sb~d

below.

Degrees of
Freedom.

Sum of
. Squares

Mean
. Squares

1

8.7584

8.7584

A list of occupations is also given.

F
Probability

0.0380

Directions:

Match

numbers from the list of occupations with the corresponding cluster
th whi ch it fits.
Clusters
Agri-Business & Natural
Resources
Business & Office
, __ Communication & Media
Construction·
Consumer &Homemaking
Education
Environment
Fi ne Arts & Humani ties
Health
.... '. Hospitality & Recreation
~ Manufacturing
Marine Science
~ Marketing & Distribution
----- Personal Services
Public Services
----- Transportation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Occupations
Dry-Wall Applicator
Oceanographer
Air-Traffic Control Specialist
Fish and Game Warden
Cosmetologist
Assembler, small products
Urban Pl anner
Director, TV
Secretary
Chiropractor
Musi ci an , vocal
Hotel Manager
Teacher, cooki ng
Salesperson
Environmental-Control
System Installer

Questi on 33 was a test of knowledge of career cl usters.
. were based on the numbers matched correctly.
subjected to a t-test.

The scores

The question was first

An examination of the responses revealed that

students from non-NCIS user schools scored higher on the individual
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than did the students from NClS user schools .. The total differences
t significant at the .05. level (refer to Table 29).
TABLE 29
Analysis of QUestion 33: A Comparison of Correct Responses
Students from NClS Schools and Those from Non-NClS Schools

Mean

2- Tai 1
Probabi lity

t
Value

9.0765
-1. 50

0.133

cn-I~CIS

schools
636)

9.4182

A chi square was computed on question 33 to detenni ne if a si gficant difference existed between the responses of students from NClS
schools and students from non-NClS user schools.
he.

Students from

groups earned their hi ghest correct scores with the same nunber of

COCrrE!ct

scores, but with different percentages.

highest with 13 correct responses:
percent,

Both groups scored

students from NClS user schools,

and students from non-NCIS user schools, 17.8 percent.

groups scored 11 correct responses for their second highest score:
... students from NClS user schools, 13.7 percent, and students from nonNClS schools, 14.5 percent.
third highest score:

Both groups scored zero correct for their

students from NClS user schools,12.8 percent,

and students from non-NClS user schools, 1004 percent (Table 30).

'il
-
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TABLE 30

I

summary of Chi Square Analysis of Responses from Students in
NClS and Non-NelS User Schools Indi cati ng Correct
Responses to Career Cluster .Test

!
II
1

of
ct

NClS Schoo 15
Number .Percent

Non-NClS Schools
Total
. NlIIIber . Percent .. Number Percent

12
13
14
15

20
16
18
21
27
29
46
64
84
112
161
119
181
9
118

12.8
1.7
1.4
1.5
1.8
2.3
2.5
3.9
5.4
7.1
9.S
13.7
10.1
15.4
0.8
10.0

66
9
16
9
6
8
22
23
38
48
56
92
52
113
6

Total

1176

100.0

0
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

150

72

10.4
1.4
2.S
1.4
0.9
1.3
3.5
3.6
6.0
7.S
8.8
14.S
8.2
17 .8
0.9
11.3

216
29
32
27
27
35
Sl
69
102
132
168
253
171
294
15
190

11. 9
1.6
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.9
2.8
3.8
5.6
7.3
9.3
14.0
9.4
16.2
0.8
10.6

636

100.0

1812

100.0

Raw chi square = 15.73438 with 15 degrees of freedom; si gnifi cance = 0.3999

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATWNS
The material in this chapter is presented in three sections.

A

of the study is presented in section one. The second section
'C,,'nT~

conclusions based upon the findings of the study.

Recommenda-

for further research are presented in the final section.
Summary
During the past ten years, there has been a tremendous growth
the number of career information systems within the United States.
Ithouc.h

the systems vary from Simple to complex, and may use manual

@mputerized forms of delivery, people seem to agree that the
purpose is the delivery of. current, local, relevant occupac"'n~l

information to the nation's students.
The Nebraska Career Information System (NCIS) is a broad, flexible

~V':TP<m

which provides services to many individuals and agencies in addi-

to the students of Nebraska.

NCIS is equipped with both the

manual needle-sort and the computerized delivery mechanism which provides much flexibility to its system. This study investigated the status
of NCIS and its expectations for continued services and activities.
The Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine if students from schools
where the NCIS program was used scored significantly higher in their
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spon;>I:'S to questions concerning occupational information than did
from the schools in which the NelS program was not used.

'i,n~n1c<

purpose of the study was to,determine 'what percentage of the

~u'~t~,pr

in the sample used had had experience with the NelS program.
iific Objectives of the Study
1. To compare the extent of knowledge possessed by students
schools and those in non-NelS schools with regard to work
as well as the knowledge of the interests and abilities which
late to these factors.
2. To compare the extent to which students in NelS schools and
in non-NelS schools can make educational choices, including level
education desired; can make future occupational choices; and can make
among alternative goals that are both reasonable and satisfying.
3. To compare the extent of knowledge possessed by students in
NtIS schools and those in non-NelS schools regarding postsecondary
school entrance and financial requirements, and regarding schools which
provide training for specified occupations, together with knowledge of
employment opportunities available in those occupations.
4.

To compare the extent to which students in NelS schools and

,those in non-NelS schools were familiar with the sources of occupational
information available to them.
5. To compare the extent of student knowledge in NelS schools
with those in non-NelS schools in regard to working conditions, including work settings, as well as in their knowlege of wage scales,
and the salary necessary for a begi nni ng wage.

'i
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A review of the literature produced numerous references to
of concern inthis chapter.

In order to understand the present-day

of career informati on, it was necessary to refer to the history
voca·tlonal guidance during the early days of the twentieth century.
legisl ati on and the massive soc; a1 and economi c changes whi ch have
·rll~,·rl

since that time have, along with the increasing emphasis on

ion, forced schools to accept responsibility for preparing youth
for provi ding i nformati on and/or ski 11s whi ch wi 11 enabl e
the world of work.
The literature also referred to the introduction of the concept
Fareer education, which along with the current legislation and the
!:'v ••

r·-increasing volume of occupational. literature, has made it impos-

ible for counselors to provide sufficient occupational information for
As a result, career information systems have been desi gned
implemented in the nation's schools.
The systems. of career information vary from the extremely simple
the extremely complex computeri zed systems.

They may consi st of either

a manual or a computerized delivery form which provides information to
user.
The evaluation of career information systems reviewed reflects a
positive reaction from users of the systems.

The general belief is

supported that students gain occupational information from exposures to
systems of information regardless of the ones in use.
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Procedures
The population from which the sample for this study was drawn

i

i'Sted of seniors from public high schools selected at random from
state of Nebraska.

Twenty NelS user schools and twenty non-NClS

. Schools were chosen.

The total population sampled i ncl uded 2450

with 1812 students responding to the questionnaire (74 percent
The questionnaire used to collect data for the study was a
(front and back) instrtrnent.

The questionnaire consisted of

'(Joosti ons of a process or outcome-ori ented nature.

Questi ons of

qemographic nature were limited to the name of the high school,
age of the respondent, and sex of the respondent.

The students

not asked to give their names.
The questionnaires were individually coded by the researcher,

t

ttten typed into the computer for statistical analysis.
C~nter

The Computer

at the University of Nebraska, lincoln, provided the data analyses

through -the presentati on of data uti 1i zi ng chi -square, a one-way ana lys is

of

vari ance, and t-tests.

The .05 level of significance was chosen as

the criterion for statistical significance in all analyses of the data
Of thi s study.
the Findings
Analysis of the data was provided in Chapter IV on whether students from NCIS user schools scored significantly higher in their responses to questions concerning occupational information than did
students from non-NCIS user schools.

Data revealed that students from

NCIS user schools scored significantly higher than did students from

,I

•

0-1'1."'.;)
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user scmols in ability to make educational choices, including

of education desired; and in abiHty to make decisions with regard
of town for job settings.

Students from NClS user schools

higher in their ability to select geographical locations
job settings; and in knowledge of wage scales and of the salary
\ecl~ss ary

for a begi nni ng wage.
Conclusions

Answers were sought to five specific objectives in this study.
,Ba~;e<l

upon the findings of this study, it is concluded that:
1.

Students in NClS user schools were not significantly differ-

ent than students from non-NClS user schools with respect to work factors
and knowledge of interest and abilities which relates to these factors.
i ncl ude:
a. choosing the most important factor
b. repeating the same task many times a day
c. performing exacti ng work
d. using factual information
e. dealing with many people
f. influencing other people
g. accepting responsibility for making decisions
h. moving from one task to another
i. expressing feelings ard ideas in artistic ways
j. handling objects
k. using fingers
1. copying words and! or numbers accurately
m. reading and understanding instruction
n. expressing oneself well both in speech and in writing
o. solving arithmetic problems quickly
p. comprehending procedures and understanding the reasons
behind them
q. observing differences of objects and lengths
r. 1ifti ng objects
2.

Students in NelS user schools were not significantly differ-

ent than students from non-NCIS user schools with respect to choice of
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g conditions where the choice was between working indoors or
shelter, or outdoors.
3.

s~hool s

Students in NClS user

were not si gnifi cant ly differ-

than students from non-NClS user schools with regard to their
';nt"'·"~ts

4.

in postsecondary education training.
Students in NClS user schools were not significantly differ-

than students from non-NClS user schools with regard to choosing
postsecondary occupational plans.
5.

Students in NClS user schools were not significantly differ-

ent than students from

non~NClS

user schools with regard to an interest

ip plann; ng alternative goals.
6.

Students in NClS user schools were not si gnifi cantly differ-

ent than students fum non-NClS user schools with regard to awareness
of job availability in chosen occupations.
7.

Students in NClS user schools were not significantly differ-

ent than students from non-NClS user schools with regard to awareness
. of educational requirements for postsecondary training.
8.

Students in NClS user schools were not significantly differ-

ent than students fr.QI1 non-NCIS user schools with regard to knowledge
of tuition costs for postsecondary education.
9.

Students in NClS user schools were not significantly differ-

ent than students from non-NClS user schools with regard to knowledge
of systems of career information.
10.

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that students from NClS

user schools were significantly different from students from non-NClS
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schools in regard to their levels ofi nterestin postsecondary
Although both groups chose four years of training, indicating
their first choice, a diffeTence existed in the percentage
Students' from NelS schools showed a tendency to choose programs
longer periods of training (two years, four years). whereas
from non-NCIS schools tended to choose programs with lesser
of training (no training beyond high school, high school and a
training period, one year of training, two years of training),
a greater degree.
11.

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that students from NClS

schools were significantly different from students from non-NClS
schools in regard to theiT awareness of Nebraska schools which
;'h""nuide the trai ni ng needed for a chosen occupati on.

More students from

non-NClS user schools responded that they did know the name of a
cfloolin Nebraska that provided the training they needed than did the
ts from the NClS user schools.
12.
user schools

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that students from NClS
\~ere

significantly different from students from non-,NClS

schools with regard to their primary sources of career infonnation.
d~nts

Stu-

from both groups indicated the same first three choices (counselor,

parents ,friends). .The differences were simply a matter of degree.

The

percentage of students from non-NClS user schools choosing the counselor
was hi gher than the percentage from the NClS user group.

The students

from the NClS user schools gave a hi gher percentage of responses to
parents than di d the non-NClS user group.
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13.

The analysi s of variance CANOVA) showed that students from

user schools were si gnifi cantly di fferent from students from nonIlser schools in indicating materials used for obtaining career
A chi square analysi s revealed that although the per"cay"'"

were similar, more students from the NCIS user schools chose

Occupati onal Outlook Handbook as a source of career i nformati on
had used than did the students from non-NCIS user schools.

In the

"hI,i',·" of the Di cti onary of Occupati ona 1 Ti tl es, the percentages were
he Same for both groups.

The students from non-NCIS user schools chose

Chronicle Guidance System as a source they had used with a higher
than did the students from NCIS user schools.
14.

The analysis of variance CANOVA) showed that students from

NO;IS user schools were si gnificant1y different from students from nonNtIS user schools in their indications of choice of size of town for a
job setting.

Students from both groups chose a small city as their

first choice.

Second choice for students from NClS user schools was

·~·large city; whereas, second choice for students from non-NClS user

$choo1s was "undecided." The trend was apparent for students from NClS
user schools to choose the larger towns, and the reverse trend was true
for the students from non-NClS user schools.
15.

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that students from

NClS user schools were significantly different from students from nonNClS user schools with regard to geographical choice for a job setting.
Students from both groups chose the United States (anywhere) for a first
choi ce.

The percentage of choi ce was hi gher from the students from NClS
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user schools.

Students from NelS user schools gave the Midwest as

their second choice, and Nebraska as their third choi ceo

The students

from non-NelS user schools gave Nebraska as their second choice, with
the Midwest as their third choice.

The students from NClS user schools

chose a wider geographical area than did the students from non-NelS
user schools.
16.

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that students from

NelS user schools were Significantly different from students from nonNCrS user schools with regard to expectations of earnings for a beginning job.

Both groups responded with a choice of the $700-$999 range

as their first choice; however, students from NClS user schools responded with $1,000-$1 ,249 as their second choice; whereas, the students from
non-NelS user schoo 1s dropped to the mi nimum wage for thei r second
choice.

The tendency was shown for students from NelS user schools to

expect higher wages.
17.

Students in NelS user schools were not significantly differ-

ent than students from non-NelS user schools with regard to number of
correct responses made to the matching career cluster test.
Recommendations
1.

Because the results of this study i nd; cated the NelS program

was effect; ve in provi di ng se 1ected occupati ona 1 i nformati on to students,
it is recommended that the Research Coordinating Unit (RCU) should
conduct an orientation of both incoming freshmen students and their
parents each year to the Nebraska Career Information System (NCIS) for
the purpose of utilization of the NelS.

lOa
2.£mphasis should be placed on attaining and maintaining good
relations between RCU personnel and school personnel to coordinate the
NClS program with the schools.

Contacts with both administrative per-

sonnel and counselors should be a primary area of effort.

Principals

;s hould be kept aware of new and conti nui ng servi ces provided by NClS
.ilS

well as of the benefits to be attained by the use of NClS.

Counselors

should be contacted regularly by letter and(or telephone to offer service
and to learn if NClS is being used as intended.
3.

Suggestions should be offered to administrative personnel

. and to counselors regarding the effectiveness of delivery of occupatoina1 information in group guidance courses in which NClS is utilized.
The use of a time study could be suggested with such a method of delivery
of information (NClS) in order to realize the time saved by the counselor
in working with groups as opposed to career counseling on a one-to-one
basis.
Recommendatibnsfor·FuttherStudyand·Research
Based upon the results and conclusions of this study, further
research needs to be completed in the following areas:
1.

Follow-ups of students from NClS user schools and students

from non-NClS user schools should be conducted to measure the di fferences
in careers, job satisfaction, and to learn i f NClS has played a part in
their 1ives.
2.

Follow-ups of occupational information systems should be

implemented to measure system success in accomplishing objectives.

I
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3.

Further research should be conducted .in the same area as

the present study with students grouped according to socioeconomi c and
academic ability levels.
4.

Further research should be conducted with a repli cation of

the present study using a grade level other than the one used in this
;;tudy.
5.

Further research should be conducted to determine if' other

methods of provi di ng i nformati on can be identified whi ch are effective
; n rai sing the student I s level of knowl edge of occupati onal informati on •
. 6.

Further research should be conducted to determi ne if the

results found in the present study would be replicated if the study
was undertaken to determine the extent under wh; ch counselors i ncorporated career ; nformation concepts ; n the; r methods of counse 1i ng.
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NEBRASKA RESEARCH COORDINATING UNIT
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
W300 NESRASKA HAL.L

UNIVERSITY OF' NEBRASKA

LINCOL..N.

NESRASKA

6e!5Se

March, 1981

A few days ago I called to request your permission to administer a ques-

tionnaire to your high school seniors. You kindly agreed to all_ me to
give the questionnaire, and t now would like to verify the arrangements
we made by telephoue.
Your school will be one of forty high schoola in the state participating in the questionnaire sponsored by the Research Coordinating Unit,
Uni.veriity of Nebraska, Lincoln. The questionnaire was des:f.gn.ed to measure the knowledge of occupational :1uformation possessed by Nebraska
high school seni.ors.

we arranged previously, t plau to administer the questionnaire to
your seniors on
' - - ' 1981. at
AM/PM. I will arrive
thirty m:1uutes prior to the agreed-upon time.

As

Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,

DonualeeVauZaute

APPENDIX B
Quest; onnaire
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Questionnaire
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This study is being conducted by Donnalee Van Zante, in cooperation with
the Research Coordinating Unit, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska.
The purpose of this study is to learn about your opinions concerning
occupati ons, and what your occupati onal plans are for the future.

::'t~;~:;;"'M~;.::'~,q~;~;i~;00::"";'";':':~i;:~o:i~"i
~.

4:

You may omit any question you do not wish to answer.
Data will be reported on a group basi s only; you will not be
identified in any way.

SCHOOL:

(Please list your high school) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AGE:

(Please list your age as of today) _ _ _ __

SEX:

(Please check one)

1.

b1,.

Male

Female

In choosing a career, the most important factor to me is:
check one)

(Please

Money
A creative job
- - Independence
- - Serving people
Having time to spend with my family

=

2.

On some jobs you do the same things many times a day and you work at
a steady pace. Would you want to do this type of work? (Please
check one)

Yes
No
Undecided

F
,.

3.

On some jobs there is 1ittle room for error so you must be very
exact in your work. Would you want to do thi s type of work?
(Please check one)
yes
No
Undecided

------112
4.

On some jobs you have to use factual information in deciding what
. to do. Would you want to do thi s type of work? (Pl ease check one)
Yes
No
Undecided

5.

On some jobs you must deal with many di fferent people to get your
work done. Would you want to do this type of work? (Please check one)
Yes

No
Undecided

6.

On some jobs you try to influence other people's actions or ideas.
Would you want to do this type of work? (Please check one)
Yes

No

- - Undeci ded

7.

On some jobs you are responsible for making final decisions about
projects, plans, and other people's duties. Would you want to do
thi s type of work? (Please check one)

Yes

No

Undecided
8.

On some jobs you must move often from one. task to another and use
several different skills. Would you want to do this type of work?
(Please check one)
Yes

No
Undeci ded
9.

On some jobs you must express feel i ngs and ideas in arti sti c ways.
Would you want to do thi s type of work? (Pl ease check one)
Yes

No

Undecided
10.

On some jobS you would need to be good at handling things quickly as
you see them. You mi ght have to be quick and accurate at sorting or
operati ng thi ngs. Would you want to do this type of work? (Please
check one)·

113
Yes
No

Undecided
11.

On some jobs you would need to be able to do very precise work with
your fingers. You might have to handle small things quickly and
carefully. Would you want to do this type of work? (Please check one)
Yes
No

Undecided
12.

On some jobs you would need to copy words or numbers correctly. You
mi ght have to be good at thi ngs li ke proofreadi ng written materi al.
Would you want to do thi s type of work? (Please check one)
Yes
No

- - Undeci ded
13.

On some jobs you would need to read and understand instructions. You
mi ght have to express yourself clearly when writing or tal ki ng with
people. Would you want to do this type of work? (Please check one)
Yes
No

Undecided
14.

On some jobs you would need to be able to do addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. You might have to solve arithmetic
problems quickly and correctly. Would you want to do this type of
work? (Please check one)
Yes
No

Undecided
15.

On some jobs you would need the ability to understand procedures and
the reasoni ng behi nd them. You mi ght have to be good at fi guri ng out
complicated things. Would you want to do this type of work? (Please
check one)
Yes
No

- .- Undeci ded
16.

On some jobs you would need to be able to tell slight differences in
shapes of objects and 1engths of li nes. You mi ght have to be able
to see in detail in objects, pictures, or drawings. Would you want
to do this type of work? (Please check one)

114
Yes
No
Undecided
17.

Jobs require different amounts of physical activity. Would you be
able and willing to be very active, often handle 50-pound objects,
and sometimes lift more? (Please check one)
.
Yes
No
Undecided

18.

In what type of job setting would you 1i ke to work?
one)

(Please check

Mostly indoors or under shelter
- - Mostly outdoors
- - Undeci ded
19.

Some people want to work only in a large city; others want to work
only in a small city; while others want to work in a small town.
In which size community are you willing to work? (Please check one)
Only in a large city (like Omaha, Lincoln), over 100,000
- - population
Only ina small city (1 i ke Fremont, Hasti ngs), over 25,000
- - population
Only in a small town-rur.al area, under 800 population
- - Undecided

20.

Where are you willing to work?

(Please check one)

Only in Nebraska
- - Only in the Midwest
Anywhere in the United States

====

21.

How much must an occupation pay for regular, full-time work before
you would censider it? These wages refer to the average starting
rate before deductions; you would earn more with experience. (Please
check one)
Not sure, or not important at this time.
- - At least the minimum wage to start ($3.35 per hour)
- - At least $700-999 per month ($4.03-$5.75 per hour)
-.-.-At least $1,000-1,249 per month ($5.76-$7.20 per hour)
-.At least $1,250-1,499 per month ($7.21'-$8.64 per hour) .
At least $1,500 per month ($8.65 or more per hour)

====

l
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Following graduation, from high school, I plan to do the following:
. (Please chedone) .
."
Continue my education by enrolling.in a post-high school program
- - full-time (college, business school, technical school, or community college)
.
..
Get a full-time job
.-,- Go to military service
.-,- Other (please speci fy)
- .- Undeci ded
Have you chosen an occupation to study for or enter following high
school graduation? (Please check one)
.
Yes
--No

If you checked yes, what is the occupation? _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If you have not chosen one particular occupation to enter, are you

interested in several alternatives?
Yes
No

(Please check one)

If you checked yes, please list them:

What level of education or training do you plan to have when you
enter your chosen career field? Consider your present education
plus additional education you would take. (Please check the longest
education or training program you would be willing to complete)

26.

No special training, education, or experience beyond high
- - school before starting the job
No more than high school graduation (or GED) and a short
- - training period
Up to one year of full-time schooling
- - Up to two years or associ ate degree
- - Up to four years of college progrtm
- - Undecided

!

Are you aware of the numbers of jobs available in your chosen
occupation? (Please check one)

i

l

i

l

Yes
No
27.

Have you taken the subjects in high school to provide the necessary
background for your chosen occupation? .(For example, if you plan
to be an engineer or a computer programmer, have you taken algebra?)
(Please check one)
.

i

[
J
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I

Yes
No
I don't know
28.

Do you know the name of a school in Nebraska that provides the
training you need for your chosen occupation? (Please check one)
Yes
No

29.

If you checked yes, please list the school or schools:

I
rI

When considering training for an occupation, it is necessary to
consider the cost. Do you know the tuition for two semesters at
either a Nebraska university, state college, or a conmunity college?
(Please check one)
Yes
No

30.

I

If you checked yes, please list the school and the cost:

My primary sources for career information are:
source you use the most)

(Please check the

Guidance counselor
Parents or other relatives
Teachers
- - Friends
- - Books and magazines
The Nebraska Career Information System (NCIS)

=

31.

The fo llowing are common sources of career i nformati on.
check the ones you have used. (Check as many as apply)

Please

The Occupational Outlook Handbook
- - The Oi ctionary of Occupational Titles
- - The Chronicle Guidance System
- - None of the above
32.

The following are systems of occupational information. Please
check the ones you have used. (Check as many as apply)
The Nebras ka Career Informati on System (NCIS)
- - The Guidance Information System (GIS)
- - The Vital Information for Education and Work (VIEW)
- - None of the above

I
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33.

The United States Office
tions into groups called
A list of occupations is
numbers from the 1i st of
with which it fits.

of Education has placed over 20,000 occupaclusters .. The clusters are listed below.
also listed. Directions: Match the
occupati ons wi th the correspondi ng cl uster
'

Cl usters
Agri-Business & Natural Resources
- .- Business & Office
Comnunication and Media
Construction
-.- Cons lJIler & Homemaki ng Educati on
- - Environment
Fine Arts & Humanities
Health
- - Hospitality & Recreation
- - Manufacturi ng
- - Marine Science
- - Marketing & Distribution
- - Personal Servi ces
- - Public Services
- - Transportation

Occupati 0 ns
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Dry-wa 11 app 1i cator
Oceanographer
Air-traffic control
specialist
Fish and game warden
Cosmetologist
Assembler, small products
Urban planner
Director, TV
Secretary
Chiropractor
Musician, vocal
Hotel manager
Teacher, cooki ng
Salesperson
Environmental controlsystem installer

i
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